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Eollins
(Weekly Student Newspaper)

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1940

ODDS and ENDS It Was A Hard Fight But Rollins
Just how to behave when and if
America gets into the present world
fracas is an ugly problem, but we're
ready to bet that the RoHins contingent will display a creditable
amount of sang-froid when the
bombers zoom and roar overhead.
At any rate, what with the
constant whirr of the army
planes from the Orlando base constantly droning in their ears, they
should be a nicely conditioned
bunch, able to treat the nasty Stukas with the proper non-chalance.
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Faces Dr.

Dr. Fischer Finally Made it Conscription
Y o u n g Rollins Instructor Held
Up Three Years Before
Able t o Return

Registration

By Elaine Klepper

Special Meeting to Discuss

Holt Presides at
First Convocation of
1940-41 Academic Year

• Obscure Phases of Bill to
(Reprinted from the Orlando
NOTICE
Honors List For Year is
Be Held Friday
Reporter-Star)
Collegiate Digest, the nationGiven; Phi Society Members
After three years of futile efal roto supplement for college
For '40 Cited
-With little more than a week be- papers, is looking for timely,
forts to return to America after s
fore
the
Burke-Wadsworth
Conhuman-interest p i c tu r e s of
10-year absence, Dr. Rudolph FischDr. Mary L. Leonard, leading
scription Bill's ponderous machin- events that happen on our camer, youthful Swiss instructor at
Central Florida music patron and
ery goes into action on October 16,
We have to admit to an occasionRollins College, has finally sue Rollins College officials were hard pus. If you're a shutterbug, pioneer resident of Winter Park,
here's an easy way to pick up died yesterday afternoon in the
al shiver, though as we note with
ceedde.
at work as this edition went to some spending money.
New York Hospital, in New York
what dazzling speed these army
Rollins College held its first forIt was in 1929 and '30 when he press, making arrangements for
1. Mail your pictures to Editor, City, following an illness of two mal convocation exercises of the
planes flash across the heavens,
first came to Rollins to work on the registration here of the hunCollege Digest, 323 Fawkes weeks.
There is little or no warning; just
1940-41 academic year at 11:15 this
a Master's degree, before return- dred-odd students and faculty memBuilding, Minneapolis, Minnethe quick drone and then the neatDr. Leonard was the founder and morning in the Annie Russell Theing to the University of Basle in bers who must sign for the draft.
ly spaced squadrons, disappearing
organizer of the Winter Park Sym- atre, with Dr. Hamilton Holt, presSwitzerland for his doctorate.
Dr. Winslow S. Anderson, dean 2. Payment of $3 for each photo phony Orchestra, and had lived in ident of the college, presiding.
in the distance. The only consola
Three
years
ago
the
Rollins
ColDR. FISCHER
of the college, acting with Mr. Clar- used will be made upon accep- Winter Park for the past 23 years.
tion we can think of right now i<
The usual colorful pageantry and
lege officials send for Dr. Fischer
ence Gay, Orange County Adminthat you probably never know what
She was born in Albany, N. Y., solemnity prevailed, with the whiteto join the faculty of the college as
istrator and Mr. Walter Schultz, in 3. Pictures should be at least on July 12,- 1868, and came to and-blue clad choir members and
hit you most of the time.
teacher of French and German. I t
charge of the Winter Park area,
Florida in 1910. She lived in De- the blue-and-gold attired seniors
was an attractive offer, this proscalled a special meeting of all 4. Good quality gloss prints are land for seven years before com- furnishing welcome contrast to the
pect of returning to Florida to
War-wise writers tell us there'
Rollins people afftected by the new essential. Only pictures that are ing to Winter Park, where she comparatively somber faculty and
teach,
and
Dr.
Fischer
was
all
for
little to fear when the bombers are
This meeting, scheduled for sharp in detail and hare good made her home until this Summer. upper division robes.
it.
directly overhead; it's when they're
Friday at 1:15 P. M. in the Annie tone quality will be acceptable.
She was the recipient of an honChief Marshal Edward Weinberg
some distance away, heading toThe first time, in 1938, when Dr. Russell Theatre, is designed pri- ACTION OR CANDID PICTorary degree of Doctor of Music again kept erring sheep in the fold,
wards you that you'd better pull
Fischer tried to come back to Rolily to be a discussion session URES ARE PREFERRED.
from Eollins College in 1933.
aided by John iGantonio and Betty
your ears in. Anyone who can't
lins the American vice-consul in during which those involved may
5. All photos must be properly
Dr. Hamilton Holt, speaking of de Giers, senior marshals. The long
figure it out had best take the surBasle gave him a visitor's visa. Upany questions concerning captioned with full details.
Dr. Leonard described her as "one lines formed near the administraPresident of Local "Bundles on checking with the consul in Zur- settle
vey course in physics.
them.
6. Unused pictures will be re- of the finest persons I have ever tion building and marched slowly
ich, Fischer found that in order to
For Britain" Enlists
Although a legal holiday has been turned to sender.
known." She was extremely well down the Memorial Chapel aisle, to
work in America he would have to
Rollins' Knitters
Nastiest story of the week on the
proclaimed in Florida on registraknown locally.
the accompaniment of the Proceshave a regular immigrant's' visa.
poor rats was perpetrated by a rat,
tion day, Dean Anderson announced
sional "March of the Priests,"
of all things. I t seems one freshDorothy Lockhart, president of And it was too late to get one . . . yesterday that this would in no way
played by Herman F. Siewert, orthe
quota
was
full
for
the
year.
man girl was brusquely commanded the Winter Park branch of the local
affect Rollins. In fact, special maganist.
The next year he tried again. All chinery has been set up to allow the
to light the pipe of an upperclass- "Bundles for Britain" group anFollowing the Invocation by Dean
man, who, after getting his stoker nounced that headquarters in the set with visa in hand, trunks and Rollins group to register here on
Arthur
D. Enyart, and the singing
going, calmly put on his r a t hat Green Room of the Annie Russell bags packed, berth on a British ship
campus, without disturbing
No r a t is truly a member of the Mr. Cartwright found only ingenui- of the Rollins Chapel song by the
and, smiling smugly, walked away. Theatre will be open every week paid for, and leave of absence from their daily schedule. Several faculday morning between ' ten and the faculty of the University of ty members will be in charge of Rollins family until he has resigned ty left to solve the problem. The choir under the direction of ChrisBasle arranged, he found his dream registration here, which is tenta- himself to the campus sprinkler only way was by collecting bits of topher O. Honaas, Dean Winslow S.
Rushing season is here with the twelve o'clock.
Anderson read the Academic HonThe bulk of the work of "Bun- of reutrning to America shattered tively planned to be held in the lob- system and has become so blase pipe and galvanized fittings, and it
usual: "Hello there, where are you
that he no longer swears at each wasn't long before this makeshift ors list for the spring term of 1940
from ? Come on over to the house." dles for Britain" is and always will once more. The next day, on Aug. by of the Annie Russell Theatre.
system was installed around the and the academic year 1939-40. Dr.
encounter.
Likewise,
no
upperclass"Come on, girls, get out and mingle. be the knitting of warm garments 29, Switzerland mobilized for deOn page two of this issue of the
edges of the campus and in the William Hutchings announced %he
badly needed now by the Royal fense.
We can't let the Epsilon Rho's beat
Sandspur readers will find a com- man feels at home after returning
This past year Dr. Fischer spent plete digest of those provisions of from a vacation until he has scarred front yard of the Administration Phi Society elections for 1939-40
- Force and the mine sweepers.
us this year." Through a misunderBuilding. Grass was planted, and and Dr. Holt presented the Panin
the
Swiss
Army
as
an
observer
'We
need
good,
fast
knitters",
the
toe
of
his
shoe
on
one
of
the
instanding about a transfer last week
the Burke-Wadsworth bill most diwithin a short time, the townspeo- Hellenic Scholarship trophy to
ss Lockhart said, "and need them in the Air Force. "We shot down rectly concerning college students. sidious little sprinklers.
two members of the same fraterniple were oh-ing and ah-ing over the Gamma Phi Beta, and the Interfraty rushed each other for several at once. Everybody is welcome and several German planes which were For further information, come to
ternity Scholarship cup to Sigma
The system originated when Mr. beautiful lawns.
violating Swiss neutrality," he said, Friday's meeting in the Annie Rusdays.
hope all who are interested
There are approximately 1,500 Phi Omega.
Cartwright, Sr., was made Superworking for England will either then added, "When I say 'we', I sell Theatre.
The Choir next sang Handel's
Rat Jim Blalock agreed with the come to the Green Room of the An- mean the Swiss Army. I'm sorry
ntendent of Grounds, at which time sprinklers on campus, 54 of which
upperclassmen the other night that nie Russell Theatre or sign up with to say that it wasn't our squad who
the campus was landscaped like the are on the Horseshoe. Each sprink- "Let Their Celestial Concerts All
there weren't enough rats being Dean Cleveland at her office in Car- shot them down.
ler covers a radius of 9 feet, and Unite," and then Dr. Holt spoke on
rest of the Florida cattle ranges.
soaked in Lake Virginia and his his negie. (Mrs. Cleveland is chairman
When Cartwright, pere, arrived there are special sprinklers for the "Preparedness — For W h a t ? "
"A few British planes came
best to help things out by helping of "Bundles for Britain" for the across our border too . . . but they
the campus, it resembled certain edges of the grass near the paths Following this, Walter Trampler,
Senior Clyde Jones to a refreshing undergraduate women.) A large came at night, and we couldn't see
portions of the national dust bowl, that have only a one-way spread, j violinist, rendered a solo, "Roafter which the faculty
dip. Mr. Jones didn't seem to ap- shipment of wool has just arrived to shoot at them. The Germans
and to put it mildly grass was need- Each sprinkler distributes 15 galpreciate the spirit of cooperation and must be made into warm gar- complained that we didn't want to
ed badly. I t was too expensive to lons of water per minute, and each installation oath was given the
new
faculty
members.
which activated the deed.
section
of
the
campus
gets
watered
ments and returned to New York as shoot at British planes." And Dr.
employ hand labor to water the
Following the Upper Division
soon as possible for reshipment to Fischer shrugged as if to say that
grounds and too expensive to buy daily. The water is supplied from
(Continued
on
Page
6)
pledge
ceremony
and the giving of
At least three upperclassmen England, so do join up at once and this time, perhaps they were right.
an underground sprinkling system.
the Student Matriculation oath, the
tried to kindle Toy Skinner's grass
To an inquiry as to whether the Sororities and Fraternities
(Continued on page 2)
assembled group sang the Alma Maskirt (made of cellophane) during
Swiss were pro-British, he replied,
Are "Exposed" With Aid
ter, Dean E. C. Nance pronounced
her recent hip-slinging hula. We
Rollins College Football Roster for 1940
"I wouldn't say pro-British as much
of Governing Boards
the benediction, and the convocaunderstand McDowall is trying to Freshman
Class
Called as pro-Swiss." As the oldest deHome Town
Name
Pos. Wt. Ht. Yrs. o n
tion came to a close with Barrell's
get Toy to tutor some of his halfmocracy
on
the
continent,
Switzer" Unusually
Healthy
"
Squa*
One of the most important and
recessional march.
backs.
(Continued on Page 6)
baffling problems before the incomSam Hardrnan*
HB 145 5-7
2
Jacksonville, Fla.
Honor Roll — For the Spring Term
ing students is that of fraternities
2
Asheville, N. C.
Charles Lingerfelt* E 165 6
As part of the general tearingHas Yehoudi poined forces with
1939-40
and
sororities.
Not
only
does
the
HB
175
6
2
Leesburg,
Fla.
Louis
Bethea*
the rats? If not, Alden Manchester down process of Orientation Week,
Aldine Louise Baker, Dorothy
choice made by these students afCarl Sedlmayer*
E 170 5-7
1
Miami Beach, Fla.
had better see a head doctor quick. 150 freshmen and transfers were
Madeleine Bryn, John Henry Buckfect their lives here at Rollins, but
1
Orlando, Fla.
Doyle Darnold*
G 170 5-9
Last Sunday night Alden was walk- subjected to a lengthy and weakenwaiter, III, Margaret Elsie Chinalso their later life. In order to
John Giantonio*
C&FB 169 6
2
Cleveland, O.
ing through the deserted Chapel ing physical "check-up" at the Col
dahl, Walter Beach Dandliker, Bet.
) give the rushees a little of the fac2
Asheville, N. C.
Garden alone. He claims that no lege Infirmary, Monday, SeptemHB 175 6-1
Clyde Jones*
ty de Giers, Edith Norine Farr, Emone saw him enter or leave the ber 30.
FB 170 5-8
1
Orlando, Fla.
Frank Grundler*
The Studio Club will meet to re- I t u a l knowledge of these societies,
ily Glover Graves, Charlotte Gregg,
garden, and that no one laid a hand
2
Oakland, Fla.
Earl Brankert*
FB 165 5-8
Under the direction of Drs. Mal- ame its traditional practices a t ; t h e Inter-Fraternity Council and
Virginia Louise Kingsbury, Elizaon him. He just plain fell into the lory and Mathers and Nurses the a r t department Thursday eve Panhellenic Association have just
Orlando, Fla.
Chapman Lawton*
T 195 5-11 2
beth Ann Kruse, Nancy Locke, Alpool by the fountain. This hardly Nichols and Bradley, the Rats-to- ning at 8:15, and to celebrate it issued a pamphlet "Information
Melvin Clanton*
T 190 6-2
2
Lakeland, Fla.
den Coe Manchester, Mary Estelle
seems plausible, but Alden Man- be went from chamber to chamber
Please".
170
5-11
1
Asheville,
N.
C.
Ernest
Bryson*
G
autonomy with a hasty elec
Marchman, Jane Irene Miller, Carochester is a man of unquestioned to be poked, tickled, pricked, and tion of officers. As of last year,
The book contains many features
2
Leesburg, Fla.
Joe Knowles*
E 180 5-10
line Mills, Alice Katherine Newveracity, and his clothes were cer- topped until even some of the more open house will prevail, welcoming including three messages, from
T 210 5-10
1
Orlando, Fla.
Oliver Barker
comer, Barbara Hal Northen, John
tainly soaking when he arrived at stalwart boys fainted away.
Dean
Anderson,
Don
Murphy,
and
215
6-5
1
Leesbugr,
Fla.
Leonard Philips*
7
all comers, willing novices in par
Rae, Jr., Charlotte Steven Stout,
the K. A. house. There has been
0
Asheville, N. C.
Bill Justice
OB 170 5-8
Although the tests were of the ticular. Materials will be provided, Betty Watson, explaining the value
Daphne Aspinwall Takach, Warren
talk of a RAT REPRISAL. Per- tuberculin, Wasserman, and gener0
Orlando, Fla.
Tom Knight
E 167 5-10
ie program for the first meet- of fraternities and sororities. Oth- \
Irving Titus, Rudolf Toch, Elizalaps this incident is a warning to al check-up type, few of the freshFB 180 5-11
2
Leesburg, Fla.
Curry Brady*
will offer an hour of life draw- er messages include "Hints to the
beth Mae Tomlinson, Patricia Van
ipperclassmen that the rats have ies could tell exactly what they had
G 175 6
0
Houston, Texas
Eddie Waite
a quick business meeting, a Rushees", "Standards of Ethical
Schoiack.
jmployed subversive influences, but been through.
0
Haines City, Fla.
FB 180. 5-10
Grady Ray
lantern exhibitionette, and finally, Conduct", "The Panhellenic Creed", j
.ve hate to think that this is so. If
Honor Roll — For the Year 1939-40
Dick Curry
HB 145 5-10
0 Parkersburg, W. Va.
The only consolation for the ma- dancing by Red Harris, Toy Skin- "Rushing Rules for Women" and
ihere's going to be a revolt, let's jority of the class is that it was
the
Constitutions
of
both
controlAldine Louise Baker, John Henry
Paul
Meredith
HB
165
6
0
Parkersburg,
W.
Va.
:r and Dick Cerra.
lave something tangible that we described by one of the doctors as
ling organizations. It would be
Buckwalter, III, Margaret Elsie
1
Winter Park, Fla.
Billy Middlebrooks* HB 160 5-11
Rushers and rushees will be
apperclassmen can lay our mitts on! "an unusually healthy group."
well for all to read these messages,
Chindahl, Walter Beach Dandliker,
* Lettermen.
ceived with pleasure.
especially the Creed, which is ap(Continued on Page 2)
plicable to all.
A very interesting article is "A
Rushee's Webster", which explains
many of the terms used during
rushing.
Perhaps to many the most imFreshmen, now you know. You much semblance of sanity as those rituals of initiation, no matter how portant portion of the book is that
bought rushing was going to be same birds. By Sunday morning, formal and quiet they may be. Cer- which tells what the cost of mem- DO RUSHERS WORRY? Yes, in say that they had a picnic or a hay- Chi O's have been doing—we have'un with lots of parties, free beer, a good half of the Greeks on this tainly the major cause of nervous bership in these societies would be case you are interested, the answer ride, or a sing, or went bowling, n't seen them to ask.
Girls can't rush as the boys do.
md everyone just loving you to campus will be lying in corners, disorders among fraternity men for a four year period. Oddly is definitely "YES". Not only do but very definite ideas published
in the Sandspur might give other You'll believe that if you were in
leath, didn't you? Well, you were pounding their heads against the throughout the country must be the enough, most sororities charge
they have to think up plans for sororities ideas that hadn't occurr- the Beanery the other morning
wall, and muttering vaguely to rushing system and its aftermath much more than the fraternities.
ertainly fooled.
parties and dates, show the Fresh- ed to them, so we couldn't get much when the sorority girls hovered bea b o u t of weeping and wailing and gnashJust look at yourselves, now. themselves something
One of the faults to be found in
hind the poor rushees to pounce on
ing of teeth over its results.
fou're so sleepy that you can't "Pledge him up".
the book is its attempt to give the men and Transfers that they real- news.
We do know that the Phi Mu's them as soon as the eight o'clock
tand on one foot alone because
Reams of paper and acres of
Next Sunday you will march to date of installation of each society. ly do like them, get along on five
•ou'd probably go to sleep, fall words have been written about the the altar of sacrifice on the Chase In some places, the date was entire- hours of sleep, be intelligent in had a progressive dinner at alum deadline had been reached. Rushing
own and hurt yourself; you're so evils of the fraternity system, yet Hall mantelpiece and receive your ly left out and in some cases only class, and remember all the Pan- homes; the Gamma Phi's, a steak had to go back to date cards; it was
fry at Miss Enyart's grill; the the only solution.
lixed up that you can hardly tell no brave humanitarian has yet con- bids — probably by that time most the year was mentioned and in othOur greatest worry is that we
he difference between Phi Delt sidered the untold havoc that is of you will have made up your ers the month, date, and year was hellenic rules and ethical conduct Alpha Phi's a Buddha party (your
standards,
but
they
have
to
write
guess is probably better than ours); have exactly five minutes to finish
nd Sigma Nu, K.A. and Lambda wrought among the stalwart young minds for if you haven't you'll be in mentioned. While this is of little
Ihi, X Club and S.P.O., much less men of the colleges and universities for a bad hour between 11 and 12 importance it does mar the looks an article on rushing for the Sand- the Kappas had a play; the Pi Phi's this and get it over to the office,
had an open house for rushees; and and we have actually told you very
ome to any decision. And if you of America during rushing season. that morning — a very bad hour. of the pamphlet and should be cor- spur.
. hink YOU'RE mixed up, just look It is a source of continual disbelief And then you'll go to the fraternity rected in future issues.
Having been quite busy on one's the Theta's have been using their little about rushing, our assigned
article.
) t the poor fraternity members: to deans of men of America that of your choosing, and for better or
own hook, one finds it rather diffi- lodge—we stuck our neck out the
bey're running around like a bunch fraternity men and their pledges for worse you will become an S.P.O. FRESHMEN! WATCH
(ED. NOTE: That's ok, pal,
cult to be able to say just what window and saw it, and we will be
obliged
to
stick
it
out
again
by
f chickens whose heads have been have enough energy left after rush- or a Sigma Nu or an X Clubber or a
copy's copy and we're glad you
other sororities are doing on their
YOUR RAT HATS AT
saying that we don't know what the made that deadline!)
hopped off, and with about as ing season is over to go through the
(Continued on Page 5)
THE STETSON GAME! parties. They are always will to

Dr. Mary L. Leonard,
Leading Music Patron
Dies in New York City

Sigma Phi Omega Gets
Second Leg on Honors

Dorothy Lockhart
Calls Coeds t o
Aid British Relief

Cartwright, Pere's, Sprinklers Have Been
Blessing of Treasurer, Curse of Students

New Rushing Book
Proves Helpful to
Baffled Freshmen

Studio Club to Meet
Tomorrow Night For
Elections and Fun

Padded Cells Demanded by Fraternities as
Rushing Enters Second and Final Week

Pan-Hell Rushers Worn Out by Open
Rushing; Return to Old Date Cards

ROLLINS

TWO

PET PEEVES
By Jean Hamaker
By now, all of the freshmen
should know the dorm regulations.
They've been handed mimeographed
copies to read, and as a double insurance, the rules have been recited
to them. And also, they should recognize the one which goes "No pets
are to be kept in the house." However, we know that both Chase and
Cloverleaf are full of pets, which
are being carefull nurtured.

Ed Lott: "Intoxicated
Felicia Lennig: "Giggling.' :
Munroe Griffin: "When I'm too
full to eat the third dessert."
Harriet Maguire: "New perma
nent waves."
Pershing Scott: "When I run out
of cigarettes and can't bum
from an upperclassman."
Marnie Osborne: "Men in
form."
Gordon Langhead:
"Chewing
gum in public places where you can
step on it."
Doris Cohen: "Having 'I Love
You Truly' sung under my window."
Marion and Martha Brooks:
"Having people wet our cigarettes
when we give them a drag."
John Twachtman: "That woodpecker outside my window."
Estelle Bakal: "Chipped nail polish.'

Bids To Go Out
0nSunday;0pen
RushingTonight

SANDSPUR

WEDNESDAY, QCT0BER9. 19aC

PROVISIONS O F B U R K E - W A D S W O R T H BILL
AFFECTING COLLEGE S T U D E N T S — F A C U L T Y

3(a) Foreign students i student requests deferment and if ject to active duty for such time
(male aliens) must register, but his attendance during 1940
after graduation as the Army or
fied by the college, his training Navy may then require. (4) The
may be deferred until July 1, 1941 War Department contemplates setor until the end of the academic ting up officer training facilities in
year.
selected Army camps.
noted below, who on the day of 7. Sec. 5(d) "Ministers of religic
and students who are preparing for
registration
"have
attained
Although a literal interpretation
TEACHERS AND
With only three more day:
the ministry in theological or divinRESEARCH WORKERS
fore Sunday's bids go out, rushing twenty-first anniversary of the day ity schools. . . . shall be exempt of the Act, as worded, might exof their birth and who have not atclude some students from its deis hitting a feverish pace.
The act prohibits the blanket defrom
training
and
service
(but
not
tained the thirty-sixth anniversary
ferment clause, there is reason to ferment of an occupational group
The only factor which prevents
Open rushing prevails tonight,
of the day of their birth" must reg- from registration) under this Act." think that tbe Act will be liberally I
the proctors from interfering is
the only night during formal rush
in any plant or institution. How8. Sec. 5(g) Any person "who, by interpreted thruogh rules and regu
ister.
that these pets are in the form of
week which has no silent period.
ever, the present wording of the ocreason of religious training and lations now being drawn, to carry
pet peeves. Here are a few of the
Monday was the Phi Delt's private 2. Sec. 5(f) "Any person who, durcupational deferment clause is sufbelief,
is
conscientiously
opposed
ing
the
year
1940,
entered
upon
atout
a
policy
of
deferring
of
studies
more carefully treasured ones:
party, and the K. A.'s had their forficiently broad to leave wide disto
participation
in
war
in
any
form"
leading to a degree or certificate.
Nancy Ragan: "High heels and
mal night on Tuesday. Tonight is tendance for the academic year
is not required, subject to approval Local boards will have discretion cretionary power to the local
1940-41 —
ankle socks."
to be Sigma Phi Omega's.
boards to defer training and serof his claim, to be subject to comPeter Boulton: "Anything that
Some of the more important rules (1) at any college or university batant service but is subject either in deferring students in education- vice for individual teachers and redisturbs my sleep."
for the rest of the week are that which grants a degree in arts or to non-combatant service or to al institutions or in courses of study search workers whose work is esscience,
to
pursue
a
course
of
innot clearly within the Act (see par. sential to the national health, safeKay Woodward: "Two-faced peoeach fraternity shall continue to
"work of national importance un2 above), and part-time students, ty, or interest. Every effort is bepie."
have its exclusive night of stag struction satisfactory completion der civilian direction."
who may or may not be deferred ing made to conserve the continuity
rushing; Thursday for the X Club; of which is prescribed by such colREGISTRATION
because of their course of study, of basic social institutions.
Friday for the Sigma Nu's; and lege or university as prerequisite
to either of such degrees; or (2)
The President has set October or other occupation. Authority for
Saturday for Lambda Chi Alpha.
VOLUNTARY ENLISTMENT
at any university described in paraas the date for registration. It classifying any individual, subNo party during this week shall
A student may prefer to take his
graph (1), to pursue a course of
ill be conducted by election of- ject to the process of appeal, lies
(Continued from page 1)
begin before 6 p. m. nor end later
year of training at a time when it
instruction to the pursuit of which ficials or such other individuals with the local board.
than 12 p. m. From 12:30 a. m.
will interfere least with continuity
degree in arts or science is pre- as the county clerk may appoint for
help this emergency work, it
until breakfast time there shall be
of his program. On the other hand,
RESERVE OFFICERS
YOUR way of helping England at silence every night of formal rush- scribed by such university as a pre- each election district. The county
Some have felt that the exemp- ndiscriminate volunteering should
this time."
ing. For all fraternities except the requisite; and who, while pursuing clerk may, upon the request of a
be discouraged, and every effort
Attractive British emblem pins one having that particular night such course of instruction at such school or college, appoint a special tion form registration of students
should be made to avoid the decollege or university, is selected registrar to conduct the registra- in the advanced ROTC course wil
(By Assoociated Collegiate Press) for men and women are on sale in there shall be silence from 6 to
for training and service under this tion within such institutions. The jeopardize Trainging Corps college: velopment of the attitude that it is
A fairly comprehensive picture the Green Room, as well as knitting 12:30 during which none of the framore patriotic to volunteer than
student
may
register
at
any
con
and
universities
without
ROTC
Act
prior
to
the
end
of
such
aca
bags,
vanities,
and
cigarette
cases,
ternity men may communicate ir
of the average sorority girl on the
demic year, or prior to July 1, 1941 venient place regardless of legal The following facts should be borne to be called through the Selective
Washington University campus at which would make lovely Christmas any form with any of the new mer
whichever occurs first, shall, upon residence or domicile. The county in mind: (l)The War Department Service Act.
St. Louis is contained in a survey presents, all with the British crest students. From Saturday midnight
clerk will mail his registration card does not now contemplate the eshis request, be deferred from
in Student Life, campus publica- on them. The money from the sale to noon Sunday there is also a siOTHER MILITARY
duction into the land or naval to the local selective service tablishment of additional ROTC
of these articles goes for the pur- lent period.
tion.
AND NAVAL SERVICE
forces for such training and ser- (draft) board having jurisdiction unites. (2) In established ROTC
chase of surgical dressings.
Next Sunday, October 13, all fraSome of the conclusions follow:
NATIONAL GUARD
Mrs. Winston Churchill was real ternity men shall be in their re- vice until the end of such academic over the area which the student in- unites the number of men per"She comes in assorted heights,
A student who is a member of
mitted to continue into the adly the god-mother of "Bundles for spective houses at 10:45 a. m. to year, but in no event later than dicates as his place of residence.
dressed and shaped according to
CLASSIFICATION
vanced course is only one in four a unit of the National Guard will
Britain", organizing it when her receive prospective pledges. All July 1, 1941."
latest fashion. Her well-curled hair
Each student (as well as all of those who take the basic course be subject to the requirements for
husband was still First Lord of the rushees on the bid list shall be in 3. Sec. 5(a) Students who are "cais becoming, and she will seldom
Admiralty to interest English wo- Chase Hall from eleven a. m. until dets of the advanced course, senior other men 21 to 36) will be as- (84,000 in the basic Army ROTC duty of such unit and does not
cover it with a hat; but just let a
men in knitting garments to give noon, at which time they shall go division, Reserve Officers' Train- signed a number and will be sub- course, 19,000 in the advanced). come under the potential defersuspicion of rain appear and she
needed warmth to the mine sweep- immediately to the house of their ing Corps or Naval Reserve Offi- ject to call for classification. Prior (3) The young man who received ment clause of the Selective Serwads it up under a bandana and
pt of call he will receive a
ers in the North Sea. Through the choice.
cers' Training Corps shall not be
his ROTC commission will be sub-.
looks like someone who should be
personal data sheet, one section of
splendid organization which has
slaving in Russian wheat fields.
No fraternity shall on pledge day required to be registered and shall which provides for recording the
been established by Mrs. Wales Labe relieved from liability for trainsend
bids
to
more
than
one-fifth
"In spite of her 12-hour study tham, president of "Bundles for
individual's education and includes
of the male members of the enter- ing and service" under this Act,
average weekly she keeps her
specific question relating to at:. 5(e) Deferment is provided tendance at school or college during
s. Following pledge day
grades well above the campus level, f , B r i t a i n " i n t h i f c o u n * r y ' m a n y r e '
on
the
basis
of
dependents,
physi-1
there
shall
be
no
pledging
for
fortythe current academic year. If the
w.«i„__-,
„^__ TJ»_.
makes wmore
B's «,„,,
than r»c
C's, „„^
and ;„ ! lief agencies have been started
cal, mental, or moral deficiency and
spires all kinds of tales of apple- throughout tbe United States for eight hours, after which open bidemergency relief during the present ding and pledging shall prevail for "those men whose employment
polishing by the less successful
in industry, agriculture, or other
European
throughout the year.
male.
occupations, or., employment,., or
"She thinks about men almost
whose
activity in other endeavors,
"Defense" is the keynote word of today's news
•— Rollins Alumnus
as much as they like to think she working her way through collegi ington Kohl, Elizabeth Ann Kruse,
is found to be necessary to the
with a full-time job. She's more apt
does, but her thought)
Nancy Locke, Sara Elizabeth Mc- maintenance of the national health,
to
be
the
one
sorority
girl
in
10
Planes,
tanks, guns, ships . . . soldiers, sailors . . .
ways to their credit. Rather often
Caslin, Alden Coe Manchester, safety, or interest."
all are being brought forcibly to our attention in
Real Estate Broker
she has more dates than she wants. who earns her spending money by Mary Estelle Marchman, Alice
5. Sec. 3(a) Any person between Tel. 400
because that's the only way she working about seven hours a week. Katherine Newcomer, Barbara Hal
Park Ave. I
the great drive to make America safe from aggresthe ages of 18 and 36 shall be af"In general she's a happy girl,
can be sure to have the ones she
sion.
fairly well satisfied with her share Northen, John Rae, Jr., Mary Caro- forded an opportunity to volunteer
really does want.
line Sandlin, Daphne Aspinwall for the period of training and serof
life."
"Two or three nights a week she
Takach, Warren Irving Titus, Eliza- vice (12months) prescribed in this
We should like to call another kind of defense to
has a more or less formal askedbeth Mae Tomlinson, Mary Eliza- Act.
your notice . . . "Highway Defense . . . safety from
for-in-advance, definite-destination
beth Upchurch, Beatrice Strieker
the many unexpected situations that arise even in
date. In between times she may
Winton.
Make us your photographer.
the most routine driving. Situations that call for
lunch or go for rides or have boys
Philco Radios —• Radio Service
Elected To Phi Society
Bring us your next batch of ex(Continued from Page 1)
drop in. Certainly she spends hours
quick stopping, fast acceleration, dependable steerposed film. Join the many fans
Lindsey deGuehrey,
Philippa
of time. (Jellying—A campus term Dudley Van Ingen Darling, Betty Herman, Doris Hogan, Doris Kohl,
who rely on good finishing.
ing, and accurate lighting.
or may not consider a great waste de Giers, Edith Norine Farr, Emily Alden Manchester, Alice Newcomof time. (Jelling—A campus term Glover Graves, Charlotte Gregg er, Joan Oaks, Susie Stein, Warren
All NEW cars have all of the above features built
Phone 434
E. Park Ave.
meinging an inexpensive date, usu- Joan Kellogg-Smith, Doris Worth- Titus, Mary Elizabeth Upchurch. I
into them by the various manufacturers. However,
ally several hours sitting in a resthe millions who buy USED cars must depend upon
taurant over a soda or dish of ice
cream.)
the dealers from whom they buy for the assurance
"She has an allowance and usualthat the safety factors have been REBUILT to the
ly buys her own lunch at the school
greatest possible degree.
cafeteria or an off-campus restuCOME IN
rant.
Our Used Car Reconditioning Policy is YOUR DE"She may look frivolous, but
FENSE against highway dangers. YOUR SAFETY
there's a fifty-fifty chance she had
For Underwood Portables
is the program to which our Used Car Department
held down a paying job at some
CALL
dedicates itself.
time or other. She may even be
one
402
Your
nearest
Drug
Store
the one girl in a hundred who'

Typical Sorority
Girl Outlined by
Student Magazine

SELECTIVE TRAINING
AND SERVICE

Silent Periods Observed As
only those who have declared th>
Rules Are Enforced; Each 1. Sec. 3(a) All male students, ex intention to become citizens i
eligible
for service.
cept advanced ROTC students as
Group Given Night

• Dorothy Lockhart

In Defense of You

RAY GREENE

•

For Prints You'll Be
Proud of . . .

• Dr. Holt Presides

Bennett Eelectric
Shop

We cater to Rollins

O'BRIEN'S PHARMACY

Air Conditioned

Orlando Typewriter
Exchange

15 S. Main St.

Orange Buiek Company

FREE DELIVERY

Orlando

333 N. Orange Ave.

SPARKS'

HEADQUARTERS
FOR THE N E W
Wednesday and Thursday!

LUM and ABNER
in "DREAMING OUT LOUD"
with FRANCES LANGFORD

John Giantonio and Mel Clanton
Campus Agents

Keds Orange Laundry
AND ACME CLEANERS
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"

FRIDAY ONLY!

Take your best girl flying YOURSELF!

Dr.Kildare
WH

LIONEL

AYRES-BARRYMORE
SATURDAY thru MONDAY!

TYRONE

POWER

in "BRIGHAM YOUNG"
also — "MARCH OF TIME"

Genuine Keds for Men
and Women
$1.00 to $2.25
Sweat Socks —
35 c a nd 50c
Spaulding Tennis Balls
3 in a sealed can
$1.35
Tennis Caps, green visor
$1.00
T-Shirts, white 5UC
Rollins T-Shirts
65c

Tuesday and Wednesday
FRED

MacMURRAY
n "RANGERS OP FORTUNE"

SMOKING IN BALCONY

Phone 5410

R. C. BAKER

P

"Brilliant One"
. . . Jewel tones in
rayon
velveteen
highlighted with
large gilt buttons.
Large patch pockets. Sizes 11 to
17. Colors: Black,
chicory b r o w n
all-A m e r i c a n
b l u e , vineyard

$7.95
Y-D—"Bright Spot"
Fashion Floor

Yowell-Drew Co.
ORLANDO

ICTURE yourself doing this: You step into your plane.
The mechanic says, "Contact." You repeat, "Contact."
The engine starts with a roar. You warm it up, give it
the gun, and with a terrific burst of speed, leap into the
air as admiring eyes watch you from below!
Boy, if there is anything that gets the girls, it's flying
a plane. And no wonder—flying is thrilling . . . adventurous . . . modern!
You've been dreaming about it for years—now do it!
It's easy and it's economical. You can earn your pilot's
license in a surprisingly short time and then you are free
to take up anyone you please.
Come on down to the airport and let's have a frank talk
about the whole thing. Our planes and instructors are
Government licensed!

Florida Aero and Supply Co.
CANNON-MILLS AIRPORT
"Orlando's Private Flying Center"

ROLLINS
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MARCHING MERCHANTS
Ratting

SANDSPUR

THREE

• From Our Campus Correspondents

Psychoanalyzed

T h e SORORITIES

. .

tentedly eating chocolate pie to- their rushees for a ride Friday called well, tennis, n't it, John?
gether.
night when they entertained at
"Flossie" or " M j i" Fleeger i
the Holy Lamb in Toledo, during
Ellen Gross is back (disregard progressive dinner. In the midst keeping a sharp look-out for all
ALPHA PHI NEWS
that made Rollins gals so fascinat- our questionable statement last of the salad, a real, live flatfoot, likely "queens!" He's quite a bridge
the thirteenth century.)
By Lillian Ryan
ing. "Peggy" our new dog mascot, week) as blonde and lovely as ever resplendant in uniform and sour player, you know.
The cowardly dependence is deepBeta Lambda of Alpha Phi an- has also done quite a job of trail- —with orchids too. Peggy McLean, puss, screeched into the driveway
ly rooted in the freshman, but obMonday night, the Phi Delts
viously must be corrected before nounces the pledging of Jean Lou- ing. (Courtesy Marge Branch.) who has the administration worried on his motor bike and generally took a group of freshmen for a
he can be made to study four- ise Heidrich, Orlando, Florida, Oc- Esso has decided t h a t the Sigma about her whereabouts, not to men- upset things by arresting Janie boat ride up the St. Johns River.
tober
1,
1940.
Nu
is
a
worthier
cause
than
Britain
teen hours a day—the minimum
tion us, driving her new Buick con- Ruth Fairchild and Terry Dean for Some of the boys got quite wet.
We're all glad to have Jean Heid- so down with the knitting needles. vertible from Detroit, at the break- reckless driving.
required for true culture according
LAMBDA CHI COMMENT
to Zarakov in his tract "Leisure rich back with us again this year. We know that Orientation could neck speed of thirty miles an hour.
It seems these young ladies had
Cram the Crammer turned down
and Sin versus Study and Denial." She was our pledge last year, but not have gotten along without Bet June Reinhold and "Honey" Myers guilty consciences and took the
had to leave school after Christmas. ty B.'s friendliness and we know the are obviously very happy. Connie
a swell chance to read Shakespeare
This is done in three steps:
man seriously, so four cars full of
Firstly the healthful misery of Competition in Orlando, or maybe Kappa house couldn't get along and Wilse have the shapeliest car— Phi Mu's and rushees strung along in convivial company the other
without Wilma's flowers. And of and we understand that Freshman
night. It seems he and Jean hadn't
the freshman by comparison with Gainesville was too stiff!
in back of said Cop, supposedly
course
they
just
COULDN'T
get
With
rushing
progressing
fast
seen the Botanical Gardens by
can't even cut in. Ginny Morgan
the childlike joy of the uppercli
along without your dear old Ma still yawns when she hears any way to Police Court. The Cop gave starlight yet this year. R. Mattmen causes him to look forward and furious, we haven't been
the
gals
quite
a
time,
blowing
his
tilda
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
behind
the
other
groups
in
doing
hews,
known to his intimates as
music
other
than
the
conservative
to the day when he may join his
siren all the way and plowing right
classics. Pat Guillow is just as im- on through red lights. It began to the Piney Woods Rooter, is now
superiors in revenge upon the next our share to induce the new girl:
GAMMA PHI BETA
maculate as ever and Russell just look like a hold-up when he turned straining his tonsils in the choir
year's class. This serves both to into our jolly little group. We've
(as Saroyan would have it)
saw the smoothest dress in Or- right off Orange Ave. and led tenor section. If Al Swan heard
make him uncongenial with, and taken innumerable number of girli
Ah, college life! Ah, rushing!
this he'd probably revolve in his
lando—"Let me tell you—it was—
hence independent of, any future to introduce them to the Varsity
And the names of new faces as oh, the most marvelous shade of everyone out of town, but it turned chair. We hear Jimmy Lunceford
and the proverbial cokes, — which
Rollins freshman, and also to
out that he was merely courteously
they start associations.
they had already met long before
blue and you know how I love escorting them to their dessert has offered Eddie Weinberg $40
sure the perpetuation of the g k
Ah dates! And how do you do
we knew them.
blue—". Katherine Saunders evi- course in Windemere! We still can't a week and a bottle of shoe blackous ratting tradition.
And where are you from
Last Friday afternoon, we piled
dently has no rival for that spun- decide who got more of a kick out ing to take over the boom-boom
Secondly the enforced discipl:
And do you know so and so.
section in his band. And that leads
gold mane as Anne Clarke is vacaRollins traditions have been go- by the upperclassmen which seems thirty cute "rats" into our old
Oh, music! At the Dyer Me- tioning else-where. Fran Smith will of it—the cop or the girls. He cer- us to ask why C. J. Sedlmayer is
prehistoric
antediluvian
open-air
tainly appreciated the corsage he
ing on so long now that they have to the twisted mind of the newmorial,
be back at Xmas with Nancy Os- was given, for he was discovered known as "Black-Snake ?" "Capbecome good in themselves and comer to be unjust and brutal, cuts touring car and hustled them out to
Serenades, from the vies.
borne—so you see, none of us has the next day wearing it inside of tain Easy" Grundler had to hurry
need no justification other than the him off from the other classes and Dubsdread, thinking we were being
Ah, stars! Seen from a jogging changed a bit.
home from the Lambda Chi beach
his cap!
fact that they are traditions. Al- forces him to be comparatively unique in showing our rushees
hay wagon.
party Sunday to make an important
though the defiler's attitude is par- self-reliant, since he seldom com- place to buy cokes, where we could
Quiet on a lake. Cool. Calm.
The splash party at the Orange Orlando connection. Grundler used
be
alone,
and
what
happened?
PHI
MUSINGS
tially excusable in that it was prob- municates with anyone outside his
Ah, firelight. Splashed against
the other sororities had the same
Now that everyone has finally again when they were summoned to be a man's man. The blood transably inspired by the perversion of own class.
a wall.
idea ! ! !
arrived and got over the excitement Court the next night was less ex- fusion Chappy Lawton gave Friday
a former Heather Merchant treatNow, ruthlessly frustrated in his
didn't hurt card-playing ability.
And the 14 splashes of freshmen and finally the bore of saying
Oh, we've done a lot of "differise on "Love, the Devil's Bauble" repeated attempts to form degenciting but fun. And Sunday the Chappy is our "Heart" expert, and
in the lake.
"Hello, how are you, what did you
jt none-the-less shows an abysmal arate weakening friendships with ent" things — such as taking them
Oh, voices! Beanery, Rat Court, do this summer?" Things have girls got mixed up with the police we don't mean Beatrice Fairfax'.
out
to
movies,
(that
is
different,
ignorance of the glorious benefits the upperclassmen, the wily freshfootball games.
kinda settled down (?) into the home from a hasty trek to the Billy the Willy Royall has a whole
of the glorious maturating process man turns to his own group find- don't you think?) over to the OrAh, Ratting! Wipe off that grind of rushing—and we do mean Beach at 3 o'clock. And so ends new crop of debs perched on his
of ratting.
ing support in the base natures of ange Court, where we got the fish
dresser. Nations may fall and
smile.
rushing! The Phi Mu's really took the first week of rushing!
and steaks conglomerated together
The typical freshman arrives at his classmates. This constitutes a
crowns totter, but apparently nothSing^ louder. Button.
— very bad ! ! ! Probably the
school with all the usual undesir- clique, the most dangerous element
ing short of a siege gun or dynamite
Ah, sunshine! The Pelican, Sonicest
treat
was
the
inviting
tea
able traits which stand in the way in college life. As long as this
will trouble the two man eating
larium.
and cakes we were served at the
of glorious individualized educa clique remains he will be diverted
cockroaches in our otherwise spotShadow patches on the horseshoe
White
Heron
Saturday
afternoon.
tion. He has a wishy-washy, undis from his studies, and will never be
lawn.
SIGMA NUSETTS
Nin Bond's becoming ver y"con- less kitchen. (Flit salesmen please
Our party, where nearly 50
ciplined flexibility, which passes ir truly individualized, but this is all
note). Frank "Cyrano" Bowes, a
By Bob Ruse
And
the
sun
tanners
on
the
docks.
fused"
in
regular
Hickok
style.
rushees
came
and
paid
their
repreparatory school for adaptibility; that "ratting proper" can do.
Ah, rest! And the cool night
With the second week of college Nin brought his own bed with him second lieutenant in the Reserve,
a false conceit which passed for
So thirdly, the fraternity system spects to Buddha, was a howling
that fall on the day's problems. the roll call of the house was com- this year, but it seems as if he is casting apprehensive looks a t
"confidence in one's skill";
is introduced to break up this success. We served Chinese chickED. NOTE: Saroyan — and Jane pleted by the return of Jack "Geor- liked Hank Minor's bed even bet- the daily army reports. Listen,
chow
mein,
noodles
and
accomcowardly weakness and dependence clique. By very painstaking selectFrank, think what that uniform
gia boy" Budreau. We understand ter!
Balch.)
on others which his classmates at ion of pledges the fraternities group panying dishes in the patio, under a
that Burdog spent most of his sumOld "Fags" Davis is having will do to the laidies! And Bud Al2 of Chinese lanterns. EnterLake Forest Academy misnamed the freshmen who are uncongenial
PI PHITES
bert, formerly a fairly quiet little
working
on
a
farm
and
playing
plenty
of
competition—chiefly
with
"good-fellow-friendliness."
together and isolate them from tainment was in the form of ChiThe Pi Phis have been very gay
u
i, has blossomed out as the wolf
games, and prizes were given this past week — and their gaiety golf on the neighborhood courses. a rose- Bud!"
of Hooker Hall.
A glorious ordered existence their comrades in other fraternities.
The last member to return was
to all winners. The little flower
The late "H. P." McFall is on
terferred with their studies, yours truly who spent most of the
must be substituted for his undis- This serves to make all fraternity
girl, imported straight from China and what's worse, with their sleep,
the merry-go-round for his third
ciplined informality. He is given a men entirely self reliant in the
mer traveling with a dance or- ride with girls by the name of Jean.
by Freud, made a great hit, givYou sing a little song or two;
all fun, though, even those two
uniform cap, forced to learn the course of a few years.
ing each person a big smile along o'clock seances. Thursday they had chestra and show in northern New
Clyde Jones and Sam Hardman
And you have a little chat;
glorious "Alma Mater", to traverse
Now we have the new student
England.
with a bouquet. In fact, Buddha
have
found
two
"Clover
Bloomers"
You make a little candy fudge,
open house a t Mayflower, and
great distances to avoid treading safely isolated from all other perAmong the blitzkrieg of rushing who will take chage of their extra
very jealous!
And then you take your hat.
that evening the girls went to Oron a plot of gress, to be subservient sons on campus and made ready for
and becoming situated the boys in curricular activities. Incidently,
You hold her hand and say goodlando for a little amusement (that's
to all upperclassmen, and to learn
glorious individualized educa- j
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
the house have been able to find Clyde was the only upperclassman
night,
sufficiently non-committal). Frito take a beating whenever such is tion and unincumbered by temptaBy Matilda Gazastrious
time to work in the garden and pro- who went "swimming' with the
As sweetly as you can;
day was a picnic at Trudie's open
offered.
tions from study. Still you might
Now we'll take the rest of the
posed patio and the fixing up of the freshmen boys the other night.
Ain't that an awful evening
He is thus educated in the rules think he would go around with the Kapp. out of the mothballs and grill with singing afterwards, and house.
Johnnie G. has suddenly become
For a great, big, healthy man?
of ratting and college. His behavior old false conceit in his independent tell you what they've been doing. on Saturday, there was a tea at
Now from the ridiculous to a bit very much interested in a game—
—Buccaneer.
Alice Newcomer's home at which
has been gloriously formed for the martyrdom. But, no. The full gl<
We are very glad to welcome Betty
of the slime. It is by good authororientation, with its constant Mackemer ('41) back — and she several alumnae and patronesses ity we learn that after a year's
rest of his life as evidenced by
were
present;
Becky
Holt,
a
Pi
Phi
sophomores who still hesitate to subordination by brutality will says she is the best, most wonalum, Leila Holt Rotival, Dorothy lapse Don "Juan" is shadowing the
walk on grass, and most old stu- have submerged the ugly ego
derful, neatest, most marvelous
Theta doorsteps with a certain
f
dents who accept the college rules the student and leave him isolated roomie. Patty Pritchard (the one Lockhart, and Mrs. Phillip Still- blonde venus. The perennial roPORTABLE
without question. How else could even from himself, so that he will we keep in the closet) is back from man, were patronesses. The alums mance keeps blooming with Esso
TYPEWRITERS
this glorious work be accomplish- be well prepared for glorious in- Connecticut with tales of summer entertained Tuesday with a pro- and her Butch.
ed except by the glorious training dividualized education and utterly stock, talent scouts for Westerns, gressive tea.
Launderers • Drycleaners
The chapter sends its best reof ratting ? (Which incidentally
gloriously incapable ot
We're all back, and extend greet- gards for a quick recovery to
Deedee, and so on into the night if
CALL
was instituted by the first Heath- ing any anoying disruptions in our you'll listen. Jackie Miller IS back ings to all our old friends whom
"Shorty" Barnes who at present is
202 E. PARK AVE.
er Merchants at the University of, world.
but she spends so much tme with we haven't had time to really see as in the infirmary.
that X Clubber that we've hardly yet. Look us up about next MonPHI
DELTA
THETA
its amazing ring system will be the had a chance to find out what she's day, won't you?
15 S. Main St.
Orlando
By Bill House
most interesting features. The tele- been doing. Ethel MacDonald is
Phone 6158
The Phi Delts held a rushing
THETA TIDBITS
going to be our silvery-tongued orascope is reached by following the
party
at
the
Atlantic
Brewery
last
By Beulah
tor this year and Diggers is doing
With rushing still generally the Thursday night with 16 freshmen
Holt Avenue sidewalk to Lake Vircampus, present. The event was capped by
ginia and then by taking the short wondrous things in sculpture. P a t | m o s t discussed subject
Van Schoick is going to turn de- and the trunks still looming in the
Dr. Phyllis Hutchings will hold path to the right.
tective and Charlotte has also been halls, and the late permission quesThose who like to watch for getting letters, but they aren't very
the first open night at the telescope
tion still not answered, it is obvious
Let us Simonize your car
on Monday evening, October 14, Astronomical phenomena will be anonymous or even mysterious. In- school is slow in starting. . . . esChurch St.
from 7:30 to 9:30 F. M. Although interested in the conjunction of cidentally, the campus was struck pecially in the Theta house. Janet
these open nignt were intended pri- Jupiter and Saturn on October 11; this week-end by three fans who Jones didn't arrive until last ThursDay Phone 75
(they are the two bodies which look trailed Charlotte, Dominick and
marily for students, faculty and
day, however, she and Ted are conNight Phone 319W
like twin stars in the eastern sky)
staff, they have to be held on Mon- and the even closer approach of the Jenelle here to find out what it was
day night. Dr. Hutchings hopes Moon to Jupiter and Saturn on Octthat many students will come after ober 17 when Saturn will be very
their meetings; and in case they close to the Moon. On the nights of
do, the telescope will be held open October 18 to 20 the Orionid meteor
later. This week the Moon, Jupiter shower should be streaking across
QUALITY FOODS
with is four moons and Saturn with the late night sky.
one 520
E. Park Ave.
Are Rats Social Climbers
Although it has never been the
policy of the I. A. H. M. (International Army of Heather Merchants) to interfere in anything,
an issue has arisen of such paramount significance as to compel
us to make public our convictions.
We refer of course to the great
wave of insurrection against the
glorious tradition of "ratting"
which swept through the freshman
class last week. Great numbers
of these newcomers, guests on the
very hearthstone of the Rollins
family, were heard to cry privately against the sacred traditions of
the school. Such bad breeding!
They think they are "modern" in
saying, as one upstart did, that
"just because a lousy thing like
ratting has gone on in. the past is
no reason to continue it in the
future."
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Orlando Typewriter
Exchange

Hey! See the Moon,
Jupiter and Saturn
Too — No Charge!

AMERICAN
Phone 49

"MOTORISTS WISE SIMONIZE"

Andy's Garage

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE

HOUGH'S
Food Shop

DATSON DAIRIES

Safe, Pasteurized Dairy Products

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.

Rollins Press Store
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A FLORIDA INSTITUTION

•
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•

Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Lanudered
J. Walter Dickson, Mgr.
Phone 5861

Papers, Ribbons, Carbons
for typing
Sheaffer Pens and Pencils
L. C. Smith and Corona
Typewriters
Desks and Office Chairs
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39-43 E. Pine St.
Phone 3051
Orlando

69 W. Concord Ave.
Orlando

Sales and Service

DAVIS OFFICE
SUPPLY
19 E. Pine S t
Phone 4822
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Orlando Phone 9835

Winter Park Phone 287R

148 W. South St., Orlando
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Big Remodeling Sale

Drop in anytime and see our
new cameras

going on at

Bowstead's Camera Shop
on your way to Orlando

TOWN & COUNTRY SHOP
•

Typewriter Headquarters
All makes used typewriters

Greeting Cards
Stationery
School Supplies

Feel Free to shop and Lounge in
ORLANDO'S SMARTEST
SHOP

DON'T FAIL TO SEE OUR
UNUSUAL VALUES
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Please Shut the Door—
I DON'T LIKE THE DRAFT!

Cblle&iate Di6est

prey to the rantings of Hitler. We
By Jack Liberman
One week from today 16 million in the South have these conditions,
of our men will be forced to regis- but have disregarded them. These
ter according to the provisions of conditions exist all over our nation.
the "Selective" Conscription Law. These people aren't living, really
They will be subject to one year of living. They exist somehow from
service in our army, which is being day to day, suffering from pellegra,
trained for a possible attack by the malnutrition, and the like. And
armed forces of Nazism. I t is
many of their ancestors came here
late to do anything about the law before the W a r of Rebellion.
now that our worthy leaders have
What has democracy done for
deemed it necessary.
these people ? Yes, they are "free"
people; free from what? Many of
Perhaps it may do no harm
cept that once an army has 1
them have no homes, no place to
trained, it is to be feared that with stay, always on the move because
all the propaganda that is let loost of lack of work, because those who
upon us by the British, Congress have refuse to give some of it to
will be more easily tempted to ac help them. Others have homes, or
tually declare war against Ger- would we call them homes? They
many. However, this law has defi- are merely pieces of wood stuck tonitely done one thing. It has di- gether, a small room housing a famverted the attention of the Ameri- ily of perhaps ten people. Is this
people from the problems of what democracy has given these
own country. We have forgot- people ?
ten, to a large extent, our internal
It is to these people as well to
ondition. That may prove to be those who are too stupid to realize
the destroying force of American
the true value of democracy that
democracy.
Hitler will appeal. These are the
Adolf Hitler can not attack the people to whom the promise of food
United States with his army save and economic security through jobs,
by one means. He would have to made by Hitler himself or an Amerestablish bases in South America. ican semi-god expressed in wonderCongress has realized this to a very ful-sounding words would prove to
limited extent and has granted be a strong temptation to overs to the Latin countries. But throw the existing form of governe should and must be done to ment as it did in Germany. In orthe friendship and support of der to make the United States free
our way of living in these nations. from any such danger, these condiWe must actively work to prevent tions must be corrected.
South America from becoming a
If this training of an army disbreeding ground for Nazism. Any tracts our attention from this danattempt on Hitler's part without
ger, then repeal the law; if the extheir aid would be sure defeat.
penditures by the government for
How then can he attack us, if we military purposes are such a drain
have South America on our side?
he treasury that they prevent
He would use the same methods he government aid to these people,
used in France and Norway, only
e purchases must cease; if
on a larger scale. His fifth col- these same military requirements
umn would g e t to work more than prevent industry other than muniat present. I t will not be a ques- tions from expanding and taking up
tion of sabotage in our munitions the slack in the unemployed, they
plants which in itself would be oi must be cancelled.
minor value to his plans.
ir internal condition is of utDespite the fact that the United
most importance to American deStates is supposed to be a great democracy
and it must be corrected in
mocracy, we still have millions of
people living under conditions that order to make us a free nation; one
are just as bad if not worse than
to fight off any attacks of
those suffered by those who fell Hitler.

Los Angeles, Calif.-(I. P.)—The
Los Angeles campus of the Uni
versity of California will inaugurPublication Ojjice: Fairbanks Avenue at Interlachen
TELEPHONE 187 ate a three-year experiment with
fraternities which will be closely
watched by- colleges and universiNational Advertising Service, Inc.
ties all over the United States.
College Publishers Representative
A Fraternity Advisory System,
4ZO MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK. N . Y.
under the direction of a full-time
fraternity advisor, will be put into
By mail anywhere in the United States ?1.S0 :
( 1 2 w e e k s ) , $2.50 operation, beginning this fall.
Its purpose will be to give finEntered as second class
the post office at Winter Park, ancial advice, to help with management problems, to help improve
scholarship, to foster a compreP. R. K E L L Y hensive program of pledge training and orientation, to emphasize
EDITORIAL BOARD
the cultural aspects of fraternity
Sports Editor.
. TED Pr
life, to cooperate with the planJ A C K C. LIBERMAN
ning and building of chapter homes
Managing Editors
A L D E N C. MANCHESTER and to encourage more active parP A U L C. H A L E Y
ticipation in the Inter-fraternity
Women's Sforts Editor .
DOROTHY H U G L I President's Council and the Alumni
Fraternity Advisory Council.
BUSINESS STAFF
Each of the twenty-seven nation
Business Manager
. J O H N GIANTONIO
al fraternities on the Los Angele;
Advertising Commissioner '.. K. HARMON, J R .
campus is contributing $150 yearCireulation .
_ R I T A COSTELLO
ly toward the experiment, giving
the Fraternity Advisory System a
budget of more than $4000 yearly.
The new fraternity experiment
If the person responsible for the new "Adviser Systenr
will step forward, we'll hand him a nice tribute for what has was presented to the National Interfraternity Council last Decern
proved a very worthy and practical plan
An innovation this year, the new system seemed to flow ber by Dr. Hurford E. Stone, actalong smoothly and efficiently, as the twenty-five members ing dean of undergraduates a t
By Charlotte Stout
of the Orientation Week welcoming committee shepherded U. C. L. A. The National Interfratheir innocent and entirely trusting charges around the cam- ternity Council liked the idea and "WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE I think we could have used the
pus and even accompanied them to the beanery, tucking in authorized a three-year trial
NEW SHELL BUILDING?"
money for something more importthe Los Angeles campus.
napkins and generally keeping them out of mischief.
Marge McQueen — "I think it is ant than to put shells in."
It's not an easy job, this business of being a Receptionist
simply wonderful."
Dick Rodda — "I'd just as soon
It calls for plenty of energy, tact and huge gobs of patience.
Jack Hoar — "I don't know any- reserve comment. Wait until it's
Add to these the ability to keep the conversation flowing
finished."
thing about it."
smoothly between a new and comparatively subdued group
Hank Minor — "I'd like to know
Patty Pritchard — "1 don't think.
and you'll get some idea of what it takes.
where the shells came from."
I don't use the stuff."
We're happy to say that this year's group filled the bill
Jess Gregg — "I don't think it
Mel Clanton—"I haven't thought
very neatly. Our check-up on frosh impressions last week
Wednesday night, October 2, Pan anything about it."
will be a good substitute for the
bears out this statement, for the most frequent comment Hellenic entertained the freshman
Nancy Ragan — "Well, I wish old shell house. It's too far from
concerned the friendly atmosphere here.
and transfer students, as well as they'd finish it."
the lake!"
So we want to congratulate the reception committee and all sorority members with a coffee
Bill Chick — "What's t h a t ? "
Franny Perrottet — "What? Anwhile we're handing out orchids we might just as well in- in the patio and living room of
other gas station?"
Kay
Woodward
—
"Alright
but.
clude the Rat Committee, which, under the able guidance of Strong Hall. For the first time this
Don Riddle and with the support of most of the student body, year, upperclassmen were allowed
has really done a fine job.
to display their sorority pins, and
Finally, just to show we're not class conscious, we'll fling
coffee was considered the bea bouquet at the Rats themselves, who have gone into every- ginning rush party of this rushing
thing (to date) with the correct attitude. Our first favorable season, when all Rollins girls met
impression of the newcomers keeps getting stronger. We hope officially as sorority members and
it doesn't have to change!
rushees for the first time.
It has been the custom in previous years, for Pan-Hellenic to en- Not that we're in a good cheer- official prexy of the Rollins hus' voice after r a t meeting, but mane society . . . since we rememNewcomers to Rollins will get their first glimpse of a Tar tertain the entering girls and the
;'d like to insert a word of envy ber last year her interest in our
football machine in action this Friday night when the Blue upper-women with a tea held the
and Gold aggregation journeys to Deland to meet the Big first Sunday after all the students here for the tricky compact that own kittens . . . we saw her mull- (Concerning letters of Miss Lola she did it in a sellafane costoom
return for the ensuing year. This
La Rue to Miss Rubye Delle)
Green Team of the Stetson Hatters.
and I sed to Hank Swam who was
Janet Jones is carrying about . . . ing over a book whose title seemed
To those who delight in huge, colorful stadiums and ideal year, due to differences in the cal- she's literally behind the 8 ball, to be "Our Wild Animal Friends"
regarding her very intendly How
dar, the girls gathered together
By Jess Gregg
autumnal weather for their football thrills, this game may be
do you think Toy looks in that re. . . or something.
to
meet
and
chat
with
one
another,
e
the
gadget
is
a
black
billiard
a disappointment. The field at DeLand is not impressive; there
Dear Rubye,
veeling costoom and he sed Marvaer a cup of coffee.
ball that opens in the middle and
The break-ups that occurred durare only two rows of wooden and concrete stands lining a rathI am back at skool, reddy to per- louse, as far as I can see, and Joe ,
The receiving line included the has a big 8 in white on the out- ing the summer are almost as nu- sue my educashun, only my finan- Fibly sed Yes, theres one girl Id
er sandy field. There will be no mellow Indian Summer sun,
no thousand-throated roar and little of the ritual of bigtime President of Pan-Hellenic, Betty side. Nice convenient size, too, merous as the marriages . . . Jeanne cee, Mr. Fawcett, sed he did not like to see more of. My dear, I nevWatson, Chi Omega, Vice-PresiDominick and Bob McFoo are no know weather it was educashun I er have been so insulated in all my
football. Yes, to some it may prove quite disappointing.
just fits the hollow of a hand . . .
longer especially chummy , . . Al- was going to persue, or Bob Whis- life!
But to others, to those who really know and appreciate dent,Marjorie McQueen, Alpha Phi;
e happy to see Janet back
football, Friday night will offer something else again. It's Secretary - Treasurer, Charlotte again, too, since we heard she'd dine Baker and Cork McCorkle are tin. My dear, skool is devine but
Mr Fawcett didnt want me to
true we here in the South have little of the glamour of Ivy Stout, Kappa Kappa Gamma; the been ill this summer, and were casting the same shadow again . . . it is covered with rats, no I dont leave him, but lerning called and
League games; we sit in our shirt sleeves and sometimes we Dean of Women, Mrs. Cleveland, afraid Rollins would be minus a (speaking of Aldine, we didn't mean mouses becaus these rats are so he sed I could go back if I'd take
clap, instead of cheering. But to a real football lover, Friday's and the regular representative to good fad-setter . . . and incidentally think it possible but we've found fresh men or to be more explisset, Ekonomie because when we were
game will be definitely worthwhile. For when Rollins meets the organized women's group, from for A-plus in style, Smokey Shol- someone who's almost as good-look- peeple in a stage between infantry maried I'd have to know how to
ing . . . she's rat Phyllis Baker . . . and adultary.
Stetson, there's usually an explosion, with plenty of gridiron each other sorority.
balance books and I sed Say what
ley is getting the high grades . . . A's kid sister).
pyrotechnics.
My deer the furst weak is called am I to be? A loving wife or a
she told us about a kilt she's havWe've seen all the big eastern teams play; Cornell, Penn,
trained seel ? and then I started
College
spinsters
this
year
inOriental
Weak
and
when
I
asked
made . . . black velveteen jacket
are
Pitt, Yale Columbia Princeton Dartmouth, Fordham, Navy Five Free Movies
trimmed in plaid, complete with ap- clude Betty Watson . . . Phil Blitz Johny Powel why they call it that crying and Mr Fawcett reelized
and all the rest. And we'd like to say right here and now that
Scheduled
This
Term propriate cap and plume . . . and won't be back . . .
he sed becaus everyone is getting I was a sensative plant that broosed
we've seen bigger teams . . . larger squads . . . but we've
Marge Chindahl, ex-Rollins gal reddy to China fraternighty or sor- on the slightest pravarication, and
Betty Watson's rocket red cordunever seen a better drilled more efficiently functioning footJust three years ago last Sunday, roy jumper is completely in sea- was back in town over Sattidy and oritie, which I think is a pun. Any- sed I didnt have to take Ekonomy
ball machine than the Rollins Tars when they start to roll. Harry M. Warner, President of
Sunday visiting frans and fambly way all the boys and girls of both and still I coodnt be cheered, but
They have speed, power and deception to burn.
Warner Brother's Motion Picture
A word about Jinny Stout's wed- . . . Marge has a teaching job in sexes get akwainted and my dear, wept for hours until he menshuned
To give you some idea of what to expect in the way of Studios, presented Rollins College,
ding the other eve in the chapel, Sarasota, as we've said before . . . tho Sharlotte Stowt says I overdid getting me that Buick when by a
play Friday night we'll simply point but that while the Stet- and the Annie Russell theatre with
in case you were wondering what and seems to be enjoying it . . . it, I got akwainted with the nisest strange coinsidense I suddenly
son-Rollins game is one of the oldest Southern football rival- a complete set of modern motion
the crowd was . . . Jinn, and ex- She's looking forward to Gargan- peeple and my dear I am in love stopped crying.
ries, they had to cease meeting one another some years back picture equipment, amounting to
Rollins gal and Chi Omega was tua's arrival with the circus . . . becaus this love is wondefull and
However, my dear, ecomomie is
because of the bitterness of the battles. Since 1935, when from $5,000 to $10,000. Dr. Warner,
married Friday night in a ceremony from Rollins to Ringling . . . sinsere and for alway and always, devine becaus Profeser Masser
relations were resumed, Rollins has won four, lost two and L. H. D. Rollins "37", also supplies
only I cant deside weather its for looks jest like Franshot Tone which
that made at least 3 rows of guests whooosh!
tied one.
us with up to date films every two weepy . . . it was that kind of an
Bill
Milliner
or
Dav
MacQeery.
made me reelize how awfull much
Where, just where, did Shirley
This year Stetson is stronger than usual and unless Rol- weeks.
affair . . . we especially commend Bowstead get that hat? We mean
Well my dear, Jennell is back and 1 needed to know about ekonomie
lins bears down all the way, we stand a good chance of losSome of the better pictures Herman Siewert for playing Tschaithat little number that looks like I sed Hello Jenell I sed Your look- which is only another name for a
ing. Well, anyway, it'll be a great game; hard fought and shown here last year were: "Juar- kowsky's Prelude to Romeo and
a misplaced geometry problem. She ing reel pretty and chic, and she study of wealth, witch you know I
thrilling. And it may be an eye opener to those of you who ez", "Dodge City", "Confessions of Juliet ("Our Love" to youse guys)
was wearing it around the other said If your talking about Bill, its have alreddy given much time to.
think a football team's ability depends on the size of the in- a Nazi Spy", "Brother Rat", andduring the vows. Jinny looked even
night and it drew many comments, only gossip I think! which is a silly
My deer, a t Cloverleef there is
stitution. See you in Deland!
"Lost Horizon.". At present we lovelier than usual in white tulle
if you can call 'em that. Getting a anser.
a debutant whos name is Ellaner
don't know just what pictures will with veil and all . , . and Betty Ann
head start, eh Shirley?
Well last weak, Prexy and Mr. Win and she sed Lola, what did you
be shown here a t the Annie Rus- Hubbard, one of her bridesmaids
A letter from Jane Miller says Brown who is treasurer so natural- wear to your deboo and I told her
A WORD FROM THE DEAN OF THE CHAPEL
sel theatre, but we do know that was almost as sweet in her blue silk
New York is wonderful and the ly I adore him, made devine speech- about the black stockings with
The Knowles Memorial Chapel is on the Rollins camthey'll be good. We also know that taffeta.
cold
weather is ditto . . . an epistle es and Prexy says that a t Rollins ruffles and she sed Oh, how chi-chi,
pus as a symbol of our belief in the spiritual life.
the schedule for the fall term will
We don't like to be persistent, from Deedee Hoenig who's getting each stewdent owns one four hun- which I guess is French for CanThrough the ministry of music and the message of
be: October 15, 29, November 12,
but
there
are
a
few
rats
whose
atcloser
and closer to success asks dredth of everything on campis, but Can and then she sed where on erth
religion the Chapel is the center of creative and ac20, and December third.
titude will have to undergo a very that we burn extra candles, keep I wish he wood explane to the boys, did you make your deboo and I
tive participation in the spiritual progress of humanidrastic change and soon, or some fingers crossed, and do a lot of espeshly Carl Sedlmayr, t h a t this told her about Billy Roses Casa
ty.
peepul are liable to forget the new wood tapping, because she thinks does not apply to the coeds.
Manyana and also how I met Mr
The program and policy of the Chapel are nonruling about lakes.
she almost has a part in a "darI spent the summer in Washing- Fawcett and how I was going to
sectarian. Students of many religious backgrounds,
The Royal Rat whose number is ling play"! Deedee is homesick ton D. T. with my cousin Vyvyanne mary him when I get to be a lady
Jewish and Christian, and many who are not identiHelen Bailey, wife of Howard synonmous with trouble is 38 . . , for Rollins, and says that kids she's LaMarr because Vyvyanne got mar- and she sed Wont he be pretty old
fied with any religion, participate in its activities
Bailey, co-director of student dra- she goes by the name of Polly Rush, met this summer and early fall, ried again becaus Vyvyanne sed by then and I told her he was pretty
and find strength in its sanctuary. The Chapel is a
matics
a t Rollins College, Winter and despite a pleasant exterior, her which include Dotty Bryn, Blair LaMarr is a last year's name and much that way all reddy, so you
shrine for the weary, a challenge to the indifferent,
Park, Fla., is playing Peggy Mac- actions are not befitting rathood Johnson, Virginia Kingsbury, and she married a man name Lee becaus can see, Rubye, from her intrest
and an inspiration to all who understand the signifiNeill, ingenue role, in "The High- . . . and then how about that Gene Arlene Kaye, feel the same way . . . Vyvyanne Lee is a much more clas- how sweet and unaffective she is.
cance of its presence on the campus.
land Call," symphonic drama of Sturchio who walks on the grass and we can remember when Dotty sical name, altho Mr. Lee himself
I hope a large number of our students will volunBecaus I mean, Elner brot a inFlora Macdonald and Scotch High- . . . these kids are overstepping was so anxious to get out of town is no Tyrol Power and had, nothing tereor deckarator to skool to do
teer for Chapel committee work. This is a time when
landers, written by Paul Green, themselves just a teeny little bit, towards the end of last May!
to offer Vyvyanne but his name and over her room a t Cloverleaf, and
all of us should be interested in subjects of social
North Carolina's Pulitzer drama yes?
and religious significance.
What has happened t o : Vicky two millyun dollars and a home in Betty Whatson sed the rooms there
prizewinner, as the chief feature
This rushing and ratting togeth- Morgan ? Betty Carson's voice ? Kansass, but Vyvyanne desided didnt need deckarators as much as
I would like to see, as soon as possible, all students
for the annual Cape Fear Valley er is quite something . . . reminds Bitty Cummins' tooth?
they should go live the simple live they needed extermanators and I
who are interested in reading in the Chapel services.
Scotch Festival at Fayetteville, N. us vaguely of "Turnabout" first
I am available at all times to anyone who has a probOur best back-slap to the r a t in New Y city becaus Vyvyanne j sed you meen to extermanate EleaC, October 14-November 2.
you're liked, then you're not . . . who, when asked to decorate the says she would rather have a Bro- ner? and she sed No, to kill the
lem, and I would be delighted to see you even when
During the past three Summers it'll be comforting when it's all Fox, fixed up a little arrangement mo-Selznick in New Y than Cham- rats, which is silly becaus evryone
you do not have a problem. When you do not find me
Mrs. Bailey has heen in the cast of over. Jane Parks, Orlando rat, with strings, so he wouldn't have pain in Kansass.
at the Chapel office, speak to Miss Adolfs and I will
knows that Don Riddel and his cort
"The Lost Colony," Mr. Green's looked especially nice the other to touch the sacred animal. We
be glad to see you by appointment.
My deer, my deer old frend Toy of justtas are doing jest t h a t in
epic drama of Virginia Dare and night at Strong Hall in an Indian consider it clever, and think it was Skinny spent the summer in Ha- there own methodicul way. Class
The Chapel Staff and I have been pleased to see so
early Carolina colonists, presented summer colored jumper with cream right unfair of the r a t committee wawya lerning the hulla, witch is is over, so adoo
many students at the Chapel services this year.
every year at Roanoke Island, North colored waist.
or the Fox's to toss him in the wa- my idea of a reel educashun, and
DEAN E. C. NANCE
Love and k.
Carolina.
(Continued on Page 6)
We nominate Joan Oakes as unthe other nite a t a fresh man danse.
LOLA
Member:

Winter Park Chamber of Commerce; Florida Intercollegiate Press Association

The Adviser System — and Ratting

The Inquiring Reporter

Sororities Start Off
Rushing Season With
Pan Hellenic Coffee

TAR

DUST

Lola's Back in Town, Ready to Go After
Educashun; May Settle For Whiston

Off to the Gridiron Wars!

Helen Bailey To Star
In Festival Production
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TARS MEET STETSON IN TRADITIONAL BATTLE FRIDAY
McDowallmenlnvadeDeland
with Big Green

Coming at You Stetson, 1300 Pounds of Brawn!
For Battle

Rollins Plans Blitzkrieg on
Heavier Stetson Line

Averaging 185 pounds, these huskies will comprise the Rollins j John Giantonio, Cleveland, O.; Doyle Darnold, Orlando; Mel Clanton, I in out-of-state games played before Rollins officially opened. Knowles,
* forward wall which will make its debut against the Stetson Hatters Lakeland; and June Lingerfelt. Lingerfelt was selected at end on the Giantonio, Clanton, and Lingerfelt are seniors while the rest are juniors
I in DeLand, Friday. Reading from left to right they a r e : Joe Knowles, All-State team last year. The Tars defeated Western Carolina in their „ n d
i another season of action.
'Leesburg; Tiny Phillips, Leesburg; Buddy Bryson, Asheville, N. C.;|opener, 53-0, and beat Presbyterian, 20-7, but lost to Davidson, 19-7, |

ALONG the Girl's Intramural Battles 20 Tar Yearlings
SIDELINES Promise to be Keen Again Start Learning
Pi Phis, Gamma Phis and McDowall System
Independents Are Picked
By Ted Pitman

Once again the name of little
Rollins and the fame of her spirit. ed bootball team and coach has
, spread far and wide. In the maga. zfne section of the Internatinally
famous "Christian Science Monitor" last week under the heading
"College Football's Little Giants"
appeared a story about the Tars,
their coach and some of his fa. mouse ball toting proteges.

Lambda Chi is
Strong Threat
In Football Race

Last Year's Champs Have
Entire Team Back; X Club
Also Looks Good
To quote it, in part: "The Rollins

coach, McDowall, twice All-American back in 1927 and 1928 for North
Carolina State, is probably a better than average coach, being
sought after annually by practically every major educational institution in the South. He is the tutor
type. They emphasize individual
instruction."
"McDowall is the developer of
more great small-sized backs than
any other coach in the South. A
lanky, swivel-hipped
speedster
in his own day, he is the famous
North Carolina State quarterback,
who would call signals for his
team to run to the right, and thei
j leg it off down the left side of th
field all by himself, not only fooling the opposition but his own
'team as well—and get away with

, r"
!

This in brief is what this paper
had to say about the man who has
'made sensational Tar runners into
'little AU-Americans, such as pint
'sized Georgie Miller and our last
years sensation, "Jumping Joe"
Justice.
i
* * *
i The Baby Tars reported to Jack
ilMcDowall on Monday and unless
«your scribe is mistaken this frosh
,|team ought to be the greatest in
jrecent Tars' history. Full of high
,school luminaries, it is nevertheless
ja well rounded team. By the way,
Florida, how about that November
;;date ?

With the beginning of the touch
football season only the matter of
days now, speculation is running
high as to whether the Lambda
Chis can repeat their undefeated
season of last year. The 1940 season will probably get under way
next week.
Of course, as this article goes
to press it is impossible to know
tbe exact line-ups of each team
since it is not known how the
Freshmen will pledge. But using
last year's teams as a basis, it
would not be a bad guess to say
that it looks as if the champions
of last year will repeat their victory. With their entire team back,
the Lambda Chis look good. Kelly
and Weinberg, (Riley is one of the
shiftiest runners ever to grace
sandspur Bowl and Dick is a deadly passer) have been practing for
some time now. Kasten, the strong
man of the team has been in training all summer, and Tolson, Albert,
Cram and Darling are also ready
for the wars. Matthews, a crashing center, is out' because of injuries.

As Likely Winners
By Dorothy Hugli
This year's coed sports competition promises to be well above average, approaching the keen, persistent battling of last year. At the
moment, the Pi Phi's, Gamma Phi's
and Independents present the
strongest fronts in basketball and
crew intramurals for the fall term.
All three have enough experienced
athletes to push effective organization as the season wears on.
In spite of the loss of Lolo Johnson and Toni Jenkins who participated in both the fall sports, the
Mayflower girls have a full sextet
of basketeers in Hester Sturgis,
Lolly Phillips, Betty Knowlton,
Barbara Brock, Alice Newcomer,
and Smokey Sholley. With honorary varsity cox, Betty Knowlton, to
lead determined sorority sisters,
the group is in a favorable position
to challenge all comers in crew.
Another complete team remaining in the cage game situation is
the Gamma Phi gang led by Betty
Stevens. She heads a squad composed of Helen Darling, Eleanor
Rand, Joanne Oak, Bert Schlegel,
and Flora Harris. Their possibilities in crew lie in one experienced
oarswoman, Eleanor Rand who is
looking for assistance from Flora
Harris and Bert Schlegel soon, for
they are taking it in Physical Education.
The Independents are in relatively as good a position as a year ago
when they tied for second in basketball and captured the crew cup.
Many of their old cagers — Doris
Hogan, Toy Skinner, Dot Hugli,
Betty Miller, Doris Kohl — remain
to take up where they left off.
Their real strength is rather uncertain until they find enough new ma-

Fourteen Hail From Florida;
Backs Predominate in
Typical Light Squad
Twenty freshmen turned out for
the first yearling practice of the
year on Monday and under the direction of "The Claw" they ran
through some simple plays. Eight
backs, four ends, four guards, three
tackles and a center comprised the
group.
Fourteen of the twenty frosh hail
from Florida; with Ed. Morris of
Port Wayne, Ind., Jim Blalock, of
Enka, N. C, Bob Steinfeldt and
Bob Knuteson of Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis.s; Bob Ferguson, Buffalo, N.
Y. end, and Gordon Laughhead,
155 pound back from Chicago making up the out of the state roster.
Quentin Bittle and Trammel
Whittle, both of Haines City are
trying out for back and tackle
berths, respectivell, while three
Jacksonville boys, Dave Frazier,
Pershing Scott and Munroe Griffin
are out for backfield spots.
Central Florida high school- luminaries include Freddy Caldwell,
190 pound back; Bill Wharton, 175
pound guard of Orlando, and Ralph
Chisholm, St. Cloud boy, at end.
Ed. Acree, another light but fast
guard, hails from Bartow, while
Lake Wales sent back Sammy Pugh.
Gus Koulouris, burly tackle from
Tampa; John Harris, Clearwater
end, and Ronnie Green, Gainesville
center and Ira Yopp, Lakeland
guard, round out the list.
The Tar yearlings will continue
their daily drills from now on

Phi Delta Theta and X Club, who
tied for second have both been hit
badly by the failure of some of
their men to return. The Phi Delts
have lost their spark plug in the
person of Wendy Davis. Now instead of a tricky offense, they may
be forced to
power attack, t e r j a l t 0 r o u n d o u t a s q u a d a n d
th Fleeger, House, Hoover and to whip it into shape.
Bond probably leading the attack.
Undoubtedly the pre-season situThe Clubbers lost two of their ation finds the Independents in famen to the army, but still have vor to retain crew leadership. They She Finds Work Interesting,
Likes Rollins Immensely
the only group with three memj , It seems that with such stars Dick Rodda and Jack Myers to lead
d for
j,of the tennis world as Betz, Amark their attack, which features for: b e r s o f the " ir "_89 crew
' and personable
Rollins has J
,and Alloo representing Rollins that the most part a deceptive passing > t m 5 >4Q r a c e s Thev a
,iwe could do some thing about the game. With Chick and Whiston on \ B j t t y Cummin, stroke Toy Skin- 'Dean of Women, Mrs. Marian Cleveland."
We
went
in
to see her the
and bow, Dot Hugli.
horrible condition of our courts. If the receiving end they look like the
other day and to this moment we
.such fine caliber players wishes to only real threat to the Lambda
Th Thetas took the worst beatcan't
decide
whether
we were inChis,
at
this
time.
(Continued*on Page 6)
.come to our College it seems that
terviewing her or she was interBringing up the rear are the
.the least we cand do is to give them
viewing us, but we have a rather
K. A.'s, Sigma Nus, and Independ,,a decent court to play on.
sinking feeling that it was the latents. The K. A.'s, with only L.Bills
ter.
missing will have to depend on
Dean Cleveland received us intheir pledges for the only player
formally in her office and accepted
on their team is Wah Siddall and
the idea of an interview very cheerlast year they were only lucky
(Continued from page 1)
fully. "Better make it spicy, hadenough to win one game.
n't y o u ? " she offered.
The Sigma Nus were really tbe
j K.A. or a Lambda Chi or a Phi team hit by non-returning players
She told us the gay time she'd
B e l t . For four years you will live as the only members of the team
had
during Orientation Week,
I,with those men whom you will have left are Al Roosevelt and Charley
with all the new girls reporting
H chosen as your friends next Sunday Rauscher and they are not of the
to her as soon as they'd ar,—on that choice will hang a great best caliber for a champion team.
rived on campus. She'd no soon( d_al of the responsibility for the They are really dependent on rusher get talking to a freshman, she
^molding of your character; by that ing and look to be the worst of all
said, than her secretary, Mazzie
\ choice more than any other in your the teams, in the pre-season analyWilson, would appear at the door
J life — barring only one — you sis.
like a hostess in a restaurant, hold^will make or break yourself in this
ing up four or five fingers to inThe Independents are the real
j world of men — may the Lord be
dicate how many girls were still
, gentle and merciful to you, and dark horses, especially before
waiting to see her. Asked what she
Pledge
Day
as
they
always
have
to
.may you choose wisely.
thought of the new girls, she
wait
until
the
fraternities
get
their
I ED. NOTE: Thus endeth the first
brightened and said "You know,
chapter of this New Testament les- choice. Unlike the other teams most
of their men returned but two of To Manny, 165 pound senior block- they're an awfully attractive lot!
, son!)
them, Red Green, and Jack Liber- ing back, goes the honor of leading Have you seen much of t h e m ? " Adman, both strong threats, are of- the Tars in Friday night's game mitting we'd heen bumping into
ficials
in intramurals this year and with Stetson. Brankert also stars them here and there on campus, we
The editor may dig and toil
can not play for their group. John at basketball and baseball and for joined in admiration.
Till his fingers are sore,
The Dean spent most of the sumWagner,
quarterback of last year, all his lack of weight, he packs a
But some poor fish is sure to say
devastating blocking punch.
mer in Cape Cod having a grand
championship.
"I've heard that joke before."

'•Padded Cells

Rollins Fresh man Football Roster
Pos Age Wt.
Name
Quentin Bittle
B 20
170
Pershing Scott
G 21
170
Dave Frazier
B 20
150
Munroe Griffin
B 19 160
Ed Morris
G&T 23
185
Ronnie Green
C 19
180
Bill Wharton
G 18 175
18 160
James Blalock
E
Ira Yopp
G 20
170
Ed Acree
G
18 170
18
165
Robert Steinfelt B
Bob Knutson
B
18 170
Sam Pugh
B 18 160
Trammel Whittle T
19 190
Gus Kuolouris
T
19
190
Bob Ferguson
B 20
155
Gordon Laughea( B
18
155
Fred Coldwell
B
19
190
Ralph Chisholm E
19
175
John Harris
E
19
170

time entertaining her children and
their friends. She told us that
whenever she was asked to talk
about herself she invariably ended
up talking about her children—she
thought they were much more interesting anyhow. She has four—
three boys and a girl. Her daughter, Ann, graduated from Vassar
and is going to do free lance art
work in New York City this winter,
sharing an apartment in Greenwich Village with Mimi Graves,
Rollins '40. On a chance we asked
her if Ann was the Vassar girl who
had done the clever and amusing
cartoons of Vassar campus life
which had appeared in Life Magazine a year or so ago. Yes, Dean
Cleveland said, she was, and she'd
just finished illustrating a new

Ht.
5-10
5-10%
5-8
5-10%
5-10
5-11%
5-10
6-Z
5-9
5-8
5-11%
6
5-9
6
5-10%
6
5-8
5-10
6-3
6-1 %

Home Town
Haines City, Fla.
Jacksonville
Jacksonville
Jacksonville
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Gainesville
Orlando
Enka, N. C.
Lakeland, Fla.
Bartow, Fla.
Wis. Rapids, Wis.
Wis. Rapids, Wis.
Lake Wales, Fla.
Haines City, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Orlando
St. Cloud, Fla.
Clearwater, Fla.

book and is about to collaborate
with another Vassar girl on one
called "The Care and Upbringing
of Dogs".
We tried to veer the conversation
back to Dean Cleveland herself—a
difficult job. She was a winter visitor in Winter Park last winter, she
said, when President Holt asked
her to accept the deanship. To date
she hasn't regretted it.
By this time Mazzie Wilson was
fending off hordes of students waiting to see the Dean and we sensed
our time was up.
As we were going out of the door
Dean Cleveland smiled and sang
out "Oh yes, you can say that I
like Rollins."
Well, that makes it mutual,
Dean. Rollins likes you, too!

Dean Cleveland
Charmed by Many
AttractiveStudents
$

By Cecil Butt
Friday night's game at DeLand
may offer Rollins traditional rivals, the Stetson Hatters, a real
chance to avenge last year's two
27-0 defeats suffered at the hands
of the Tars. With a line averaging
less than 185, Jack McDowall has
planned a gridiron blitzkrieg designed to outmaneuver the heavier
Stetson line. It will be recalled that
the first Rollins-Stetson brawl of
last year sent three Tars out of the
game and paved the way to Rollins'
sole defeat by Miami, and if hard
play means anything, the same may
happen again.
One of those injured last year
was diminutive scat-back, Sammy
Hardman. Curiously enough, it is
upon Sammy that the Tars' scoring hopes may ride. From his left
wing-back post Hardman will
spearhead the McDowall hipperdipper attack. Substitute for the
Scat-King is hard driving sophomore Grady Ray. Ray slipped over
for three touchdowns in the first
game of the season, against W.
Carolina Teachers.
The tough and all-too-often unrewarded position of blocking back
will fall to Brankert, Grundler, and
Meredith. Brankert will see most
of the action here, but Meredith
will probably get into action before
the final whistle. Grundler will alternate between blocking-back and
his old position at guard. Opposite
Hardman in the McDowall double
wing back will be veteran Lou
Bethea. Bethea has distinguished
himself for two years as one of the
hardest smashing backs in the Rollins lineup. Comparatively untried,
sophomore Dick Curry may substitute for Bethea a t right wing
back.
The men who hold the line will
be Phillips and Clanton a t tackle,
Grundler and Bryson a t guard,
Giantonio at center, Lingerfelt and
Knowles at end. The Tars are
strong a t tackle and end. Phillips
and Clanton have both proved
themselves capable of 60 minutes
of the roughest and toughest kind
of football. Both men are strong
possibilities for All-State honors
this year. Barker and Waite provide some backing in the tackle
berths, but it would be absurd to
say that a team with Rollins schedule needs only four tackles. The
end slots are well filled this year
by Lingerfelt, Knowles, Brady and
Middlebrooks. Lingerfelt is the one
veteran at this position, but Joe
Knowles has shown that he has
(Continued on Page 6)
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Underweight?
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This!

Dr. Fischer made no excursions
(Continued from page 5)
into France or Germany while they
land, he said, is a tiny island of free were at war . . . but he learned what it takes to hold down the
going on from French other end position. Lingerfelt
speech (lately with minor restric- what
tions), and free suffrage. Altho and Polish soldiers.
fast, a hard fighter, and has an
There are about 45,000 French uncanny ability for pass reception
the country is made up of GermanC o m m o n F o o d s a s S o u r c e s of V i t a m i n s
and Polish soldiers, disarmed, and One of the older members of t h
TERRE HAUTE, IND.—(ACP) Swiss, French-Swiss, and Italianinterned in Switzerland now, he squad, Lingerfelt has been selected
—Working one's way through col- Swiss, it was never more united
In recent years, the term "vitasaid. They were pushed across the field general. He is another to
than
it
is
today,
the
language
lege is easier said than done, acmin" has become a household word
Swiss border when the Germans
watch when the honors go out at To nearly everyone it means vim;
cording to Prof- A. C. Payne of teacher emphasized.
And how did he finally get out of were invading France . . . so the the end of the year.
vigor, vitality, and all that goes with
Indiana State Teachers' College.
Swiss interned them. And there
good health. What are these vitathe
country?
Swiss
military
auNearly one-half the high school
mins anyhow? What is the story
General Johnny Giantonio is t
are about 20,000 civilian refugees.
graduates eager to "work their way thorities watching the downfall of These people will pay for their keep hold down center. Eclipsed by th
back of them?
The existence of certain unidenthrough" are unable to find em other nations saw their small coun- by working on farms.
fire
of
Paul
Bouton
last
year,
tified substances having superior
ployment and therefore never con try entirely surrounded, yet not
"I spoke to some of the French Giantonio is determined that they nutritive properties was suspected
tinue their education, Dr. Payn« gobbled up as the others were. They
shall not pass—over center. Bryson long, long ago. As early as 1500
finally
realized
that
for
Switzerofficers,"
he
said,
"and
expressed
B.C., Egyptians and Chinese hit
reported after a five-year study.
land, it was less a question of mili our shock at their country's down- and Barker are also hoping to see the discovery that eating livers
Professor Payne, a faculty direc
tarism or politics than of econom- fall. They, of course, blamed it on some of the game from center. would improve one's vision in dim
tor of the National Youth Adminlight.
Today we know that the li
Grundler
and
Lawton
will
probably
Fifth Columnists. But the Swiss
supplied vitamin A, recognized
istration at lindiana State, sought
With all communications thru believe otherwise. The army didn't see much of the guard positions a protective food factor for night
to Ieam how many prospective
Friday
night.
Well
able
to
carry
know
whom
to
obey,
because
their
vision.
About 1720, Kramer, an Ausfreshmen denied NYA employment France cut off, the Swiss can reach
leaders
weren't
statesmanlike on, however, are Darnold, Knight, trian physician, found that when
fail to attend college anywhere. the Atlantic only by way of Lisbon,
certain fresh foods, such as vegeenough
to
act
instead
of
quarreland
Sedlmayr.
Just
what
Mctables *and fruits, were added to
The study indicates that the per- Portugal — thru which all present
ing among themselves.
Dowall may do in moving his the diet of persons suffering from
centage of non-attendance in col- imports and exports pass. In such
scurvy, this disease was cured. To
"The Swiss a r t taking a lesson small selection of men about in day we know that these foods suplege among those denied employ- uncertain conditions the little counment is increasing. In 1937 it was try finds it must somehow play the from that and have a stronger na- order to plug the holes, if they plied vitamin C. These and other
come, is beyond a reporter's ability instances of earlier times afford
46.7 per cent, in 1938 it was 43.1 game with the Axis powers in order tional spirit than ever before."
interesting background to our presand last year the figure rose tc to carry on trade . . . and yet pre
As for national defense, the little to say. But move them he probably ent knowledge of vitamins.
serve democracy.
55.4 per cent.
country has had a system of com- will, and to good advantage.
Says
Coach
McDowall
of
his
Word Coined 28 Years Ago
Thus, most of the Army was re pulsory military training for the
These findings dispute the besmall, but extremely capable band,
It was only 28 years ago that the
lief of the man in the street that leased from service the middle of past 50 years. At 20 each man is
word "vitamin" was coined. And
"We
will
play
better
than
we
have
August,
1940,
and
this
ex-observer
registered, given a physical
freshmen who fail to obtain emsince that time, the nation has benation, and if he passes, goes into heretofore, and the decision will be come "vitamin-conscious." Scores of
ployment will enter or continue was free to continue civilian life.
scientists are engaged in vitamin
According to Dr. Fischer, the service for four months. Then ev in our favor."
school in spite of the handicap,
research.
New discoveries are being
Just
what
the
Hatters
have
is
people in the dictator countries ery year, until he is 32, his train
Professor Payne pointed out.
made, and the subject has aroused
the most suspicious of all. The ing is repeated for a three-week unknown. They dropped a close such interest, that the public last
He said that included among un6-0
decision
to
Tampa
and
lost
to
trip
from
Switzerland
to
Lisbon
year spent about $75,000,000 for viperiod. Meanwhile, during the year
able to find work to finance their
Miami 19-0. They will attempt to tamin products in drug stores.
continued education are some of took an entire week . . . a week of and in the midst of his civil
For a long while, vitamins were
slow trains and antagonistic cus- tivities, the Swiss man must keep score, as always, with a single
the best academic possibilities.
looked upon as something quite mystoms officials; long stop-overs and up his shooting skill. He must be wing back offensive which means terious. Today, although there is
bad food. There was one main road
still considerable mystery, a great
that
they
are
depending
on
beef
able to make a certain number o:
deal is known about them.
thru unoccupied France left open —
points — and if he doesn't he ii and the elements of power football
and even that one is almost impassSeveral Kinds of Vitamins
sent to an army camp for addition to come out on the top-side of the
(Continued from Page 4)
able because someone (believed to
score.
They
too
were
riddled
by
We know there are several kinds mation is available are thiamine increases general body resistance
al training. In that way every
Ibe Germans) blew up the bridge.
of vitamins, and that each has its (Bi), riboflavin (B s ), and nicotinic and protects against night blindness
graduation, but their reserves v
Swiss
man
becomes
a
crack
shot
and
own specific function in the body. acid. The findings of Dr. Elvehjem and a severe eye inflammation. ThiThat 150-mile stretch thru France
ters
be a horde compared to the T.
They help children to grow, give and others have revolutionized the amine stimulates the appetite, aids
knows how to protect himself.
some respect.
endurance and stamina, stimulate whole vitamin picture. The accom- in the utilization of starches and
took 15 hours to cross.
Arsenals are used only for can- measly dozen. But don't sell Roll
appetite, build body resistance, and panying chart, carrying the seal of sugars, and prevents beriberi. RiThings that are getting longer
short
Friday
night!
"In unoccupied France I found
n and large pieces of ordnance,
have other values. Taken into the the Committee on Foods of the boflavin is necessary for normal
all the time: Jess Gregg's hair, un the customs officials very courtehuman body, they act somewhat like American Medical Association, is a functioning of body cells, protects
ice all lightweight guns are kept
less he's seen a barber since Sun ous, and plenty of food in the resthe ignition spark in an automobile. brand new one. The figures show against certain nervous disorders,
day . . . the nights . . . the sox . . taurants . . . sold at peacetime by the men themselves, in their own
Outstanding among recent dis- the vitamin content of many of our and a type of eye inflammation.
homes. There they keep their unifoods.
Nicotinic acid prevents and cures
coveries are those of Dr. C. A. EIEleanor Wynne's car. . . .
prices. But Spain was in a terrible forms, their gas masks, guns, and
pellagra. Vitamin C prevents and
vehjem of the University of Wis(Continued from Page 5)
The Stetson-Rollins game is this condition. The after-effects of the
cures scurvy, and protects gum tisconsin. He found, in studying the B Vitamins Have Many Functions
Friday as if you didn't know . . . but Civil War are still very apparent, 60 rounds of ammunition. Because
vitamins, that meat is the richest
The vitamins featured in this sues. Vitamin D, sometimes known
for the benefit of frosh, we'd like to The whole country is dirty, the offi- of this custom the small nation of ing through graduation and with- source of these important factors. chart are all necessary for growth as the "sunshine" vitamin, is essenThe three on which the most infor- and health. In addition, vitamin A tial in preventing rickets.
say that this will probably be the cials treat all travelers as if they four and a half million can mobilize
drawals. Although they never coman
army
of
500,000
over
night,
Dr.
best game of the year since the were criminals or gangsters,
peted in crew, their championship
rivalry between Rollins Tars and food is scarce, barely palatable, and Fischer explained.
the white hopes of the former, position with Jean Dominick and appear. Then, watch sharply, for
Dr. Fischer has a year's leave of basketball team has only Jane Rusthe Hatters is pretty hot . . . last very expensive.
while Betty Hall and Betty Watson Betty Berdahl to carry the bulk of the intramurals will be under way
obsence, but it depends upon the sell to rely on for a comeback in the
year's DeLand game saw some of
the responsibility. ,
"You can't ride straight thru
do
the same for the Chi O's.
in full force, as each group strives
the best playing of the year, and Spain on the train. You have to world situation whether or not he court game.
The whole situation is still so to gain the initial advantage of a
The Phi Mu's have the basis of a
will return to Switzerland or rethis year's tussle ought to have the
ige your money into Spanish
The Alpha Phi's and Chi Omega's basketball team in Norine Farr, problematical that anything may lead in the race for the year's
same results . . . Rollins stoodents money and purchase tickets within main here at the end of that year.
who worked religiously to develop Jane Fairchild, and Alice Shear- turn up. Three or four week's time will be the guiding light of the
Meanwhile, Dr. Fischer says he's
always go, so don't YOU stay at the country . . . but only from one
crews last year, each have two
The Kappas are in a similar may pass before clear-cut rivalries team th
homeT And, fer pete's sake, hold ity to the next. At each stop the practically a Florida cracker almembers to start the season. Janet
on to your r a t caps!
ready.
officials not only went thru every
Harrington and cox Trendle
Regrets to Lois Weidner who inch of my baggage, but inspected
seems to be in that "Can't talk
personally.
above a whisper" stage . . . she
Portugal was a delight, so clean,
couldn't do the solos the other night and offering the first decent meal
at the wedding on account of it.
days."
Good song out is ::Pushin' the
At Lisbon, Dr. Fischer boarded
Conversation Along" . . . but now
. American ship and reached New
we must go back to our harpsichord York after an uneventful voyage.
which is really a Shakespearean American ships, he pointed out,
play camouflaged, and so there
about the only ones carrying
won't be any Tar Dusting until
regular schedules from the Old
time decides to be next week.
(Continued from Page 1)

New

Chart

Tells Vitamin

Story

VITAMINS

• Tar Dust

• Girls' Intramural

DO Y O U SMOKE THE CIGARETTE

DID YOU KNOW THAT
YOU CAN SAVE

IT'S

THAT

SATISFIES

^^^^et^i^a^e^

10%

• Cartwright, Pere's
(Continued from Page 1)
the lake through our own pumping
system.
So you see there's more to the
wretched little sprinklers than you
think when you first encounter
them. Most of us trip blindly over
them, cursing their existence, but
actually they are a blessing to Rollins, and little monuments to Mr.
Cartwright's "veni, vidi, vici" spirit.

GUST'S
Repair Shop
"We Repair Anything"

Keys Made
• Trunks Opened
120 E. Welbourne Ave.
Winter Park

NOTICE

at our cash and carry office.
Conveniently located for your
convenience
Complete Laundry Service
CERTIFIED DRYCLEANERS
Pressing While You Wait

Give us a trial
JOHN GIANTONIO, Campus Agent

•

College Garage
Storage Service
Phone 115
Winter Park

Smokers say
that Chesterfield is the one completely
satisfying cigarette. E v e r y b o d y w h o
tries 'em likes 'em. C h e s t e r f i e l d ' s
right combination of American and
Turkish tobaccos is the best that
m o n e y can b u y .

Winter P a r k Branch
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E. Park Avenue
Opposite Hamilton Hotel

Do you smoke
the cigarette that

Opening Week Specials

We have improved our Service and
Efficiency

100%

Definitely Milder, Cooler-Smoking
decidedly Better-Tasting,
Chesterfield is one up on 'em all

$1.50 Daggett & Ramsdell half
lb. jar cleansing cream and
bottle of skin lotion
$1 A A
all for
J..UU
$1.70 Pinaud's Lilac Vegetal
talcum and toilet
$1 A A
soap for
J..UU
35c Teel Liquid tooth paste and
4 Iodent tooth brushes $1 A A
for only
l.UU
40c Iodent tooth paste and 4
Iodent tooth brushes
CO,all for
jyC
Giant size and large size 2 / C - ,
Colgate tooth powder, both*jOC
Pint size Pureoseptic
07,-.
mouth wash, special
__/C
Williams Aqua Velva and 4.Q.-.
Williams Shaving Cream . . T ^ C

25c Colgate Brushless
Shaving Cream
Co-Its Little Cotton
Squares, 100 for
Dr. West's Tooth Brushes O C , with new Nylon Bristles £ J C
500 Kleenex
Tissues
Pint Heavy
Mineral Oil
Pint Milk
of Magnesia
50c Pebeco Tooth
Paste, 2 for
Westclox Alarm
$1 Q C
Clocks
i-.yj
Esterbrook Pens $1 A A
and Pencils
J..UU each
25c Colgate's Rapid
Shave, 2 for

23c
19c

28c
29c
29c
51c

25c

NORRIS CANDIES . . . MAX FACTOR COSMETICS
HARRIET HUBBARD AYERS PINK CLOVER
COTY . . . EVENING IN PARIS . . . ELMO . . . OLD SPICE
HOUBIGANT . . . CORDAY . . . HUDNUT

MACKIE'S
Formerly The Little Campus
FAST . . . FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
PHONE 246 OR 9162
C o p y r i g h t 1940, LICCBTT & M Y E R S TOBACCO

CO.

